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ABSTRACT 

  

 The first chapter of this thesis studies the effect of labor unions on the elasticity of 

substitution between production inputs in several transportation industries such as 

railroad, postal service and air transportation. The elasticity is derived from two different 

methods: the CES production function and the translog cost function. This study finds 

that labor unions lower the flexibility to substitute between labor and capital in the air 

transportation industry. The second chapter estimates the effect of using internet job 

search on labor market outcomes. This study uses a Cox Proportional Hazard Model to 

find the effect of internet job search on unemployment duration. Further, a generalized 

Oaxaca wage decomposition is employed to explore a difference in wages received 

between internet job searchers and non-internet job searchers. The results show that 

internet job search is associated with higher education. However, there is no evidence 

that internet job search shortens unemployment duration of the job searchers. Finally, 

internet job searchers obtain slightly lower wages than non-internet job searchers. The 

last chapter in this dissertation studies the effect of New Economy Policy (NEP) on 

ethnics‟ economics gap in Malaysia. Specifically, this chapter estimates a degree of 

occupational segregation before and after NEP between ethnic Malays and Chinese, 

between ethnic Malaya and Indians, and between ethnic Chinese and Indians by using the 

Duncan Dissimilarity Index. In addition, this study also estimates a generalized Oaxaca 

wage decomposition between these ethnic groups before and after NEP. This study finds 

that NEP managed to reduce occupational segregation between all ethnic groups. 

However, all ethnic wage gaps continued to rise after 1986. 
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CHAPTER 1 

ESTIMATING ELASTICITY OF SUBSTITUTION 

BETWEEN PRODUCTION INPUTS IN THE PRESENSE 

OF LABOR UNION: EVIDENCE FROM US 

TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

The presence of labor unions in the U.S. transportation industry still remains 

important. For example, in the railroad transportation industry, the percentage of union 

membership in 2010 was about 72 percent while the annual average of union membership 

in this industry from 1983 to 2010 was about 75.1 percent. Another large significant 

presence of labor unions is in the postal service industry. The average of union 

membership from 1983 to 2010 in this industry was about 76.8 percent while the 

percentage of labor union membership in this industry in 2010 was about 72 percent.
1
 

Meanwhile, union membership by type of occupations in these industries also remains 

large and significant over the years. In January 21 2011, the Bureau of Labor Statistics 

reported that median weekly earnings for union members were $917 compared with the 

$717 in earnings for workers not in unions. 

                                                 
1
 See figure A.1 for union trend in all industries from quarter 1, 1983 to quarter 1, 2010 
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Economic theory suggests that unions could contribute both to the conduciveness 

and to the detriment of economic welfare. To the same extent that unions secure 

monopoly power for workers, they may also cause inefficiency in a firm‟s production. 

Particularly, the firm‟s decisions in production or operations are subject to the union‟s 

strength. The stronger the union, the less flexibility the firm has in making decisions. 

Introducing and implementing new technology at one point became a threat to 

labors‟ job security and salary. The labor unions in the transportation industry have been 

involved in many negotiations to prevent any bad effect of technological implementation 

or mechanization changes to jobs, wages, and working conditions. For example, the 

American Postal Workers Union revised several important sections in their Collective 

Bargaining Argreement (2006-2010) regarding implementation of technological or 

mechanization changes in postal service industry. One of the sections stated that “The 

Union party” must be informed as far in advance as practicable, but no less than 30 days 

in advance, of implementation of technological or mechanization changes which affect 

jobs including new or changed jobs in the area of wages, hours or working conditions. In 

August 3 2011, Frontier Airlines and the Association of Flight Attendants reached an 

agreement to improve job security and financial stability while helping the airline stay 

viable. Through this agreement it will reduce the risk of losing jobs among flight 

attendants due to any financial crisis or implementing new technology. In the railroad 

industry, under the Federal Railroad Safety Improvement Act (2007), an employee of a 

railroad carrier is protected from any retaliation or threat of retaliation for complaining 

about workplace safety. This workplace safety includes an employee‟s refusal to work 

under certain unsafe condition or reluctance to use any equipment or machine for safety 

and security reason. Examples of retaliation or threat of retaliation by employer are firing 

or laying off, denying overtime, or reducing hours of work. 

This paper studies the effects of labor unions on the elasticity of substitution 

between production inputs in the transportation industries from 1983 to 2008. The study 

uses data from the National Income Product Accounts (NIPA) and the Current Population 
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Survey (CPS). Learning the degree of substitution between production inputs is an 

important aspect of firm maximization of profit. It measures the extent to which firms can 

substitute between two production inputs as the relative productivity or the relative cost 

of the two factors changes. The presumption is that unionization should reduce the 

elasticity of substitution because union contracts are expected to impede flexibility in 

input substitutions. The higher the elasticity of substitution the more flexibility the firm 

has to substitute between inputs. 

The analysis will be conducted separately for three different transportation 

industries; railroads, postal service
2
, and air transportation industry. Although the 

presence of labor unions in air transportation is not as high as in the railroad and postal 

service industries, their magnitudes are still considerable. The percentage of union 

membership in the air transportation industries was about 40.9 percent in 2010 while the 

average union membership from 1983 to 2010 in this industry was about 42.9 percent. 

This study uses quarterly data with two alternative technologies to investigate the 

question. Firstly, using the CES production function, the paper runs Seemingly Unrelated 

Regressions (SUR) of inverse labor demand on the union density and prices of 

production inputs. In the translog cost function, Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) 

is employed to run regressions of cost share of operation labor and cost share non-

operation labor on union density and production input prices. Further, the paper uses an 

instrumental variable defined as union density in the other industry to address potential 

endogeneity of own industry union density. 

This study contributes to the previous literature in several ways. This is the first 

study that estimates elasticity substitution between production inputs specifically in the 

transportation industry. The other contribution of this paper is mainly on estimation 

technique. Firstly, the paper takes into account endogeneity of unionism which could 

otherwise bias our estimation. Further, while the previous literature compared the 

                                                 
2
 The Union Membership Coverage Database includes the postal service industry in the transportation 

industry in its database from 1983 to 2010 
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elasticity of substitution between production inputs in unionized and nonunionized 

industries, our study incorporates a union parameter in the estimation of every unionized 

industry studied.  

 

1.2 Literature review 

 

A tremendous amount of literature has developed over the years concerning the 

impacts of unions on industry. Researchers have addressed these effects on many 

dimensions including wages, resource allocation, productivity, and welfare. Brown and 

Medoff (1978) studied the effects of trade unions on worker productivity. They found 

that unionization had a significant positive effect on output per worker. However, 

Kaufman and Kaufman (1987) in their study, looking at the automotive parts industry, 

found that the influence of unions on productivity was negligible. 

 On the other hand, Card (1996) studied the effects of unionism on the wage 

structure using a longitudinal analysis. He found that unions increased wages 

preferentially for workers with lower levels of observed skills. Lewis‟s book reviews 

(1964) concluded that the presence of unions altered relative wages in the late 1950s by 

about 10-15 percent. Using a general equilibrium approach, Pettengill (1979) showed that 

unions tend to raise relative wage differentials between distinct qualities of labors 

 Since most of the research on unions has traditionally been focused on 

productivity and the wage distribution, less attention has been given to the effects of 

unions on the elasticity of substitution between labor and capital. In fact, the ease of 

substitution between capital and labor is a critical determinant of the elasticity of demand 

for labor and thus of the economic effects of unionism. Holding other factors constant 

and given the notion that unions increase the wages of all their workers, the higher the 

elasticity of substitution, the higher the elasticity of derived demand and the larger the 

displacement of labor.    

   Although Slichter (1941), Slichter, Healy and Livernash (1960) and Book and 

Dunlop (1970) provided some discussions of substitution between capital and 
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nonproduction workers for organized production workers, no estimates of elasticity 

substitution between production inputs have been reported in these studies. Several 

previous works explained the importance of the relationship between the elasticity of 

substitution among production inputs and unionism. For example, Freeman and Medoff 

(1981) explained that in a sector where the elasticity is small, unions might be able to 

extract a substantial wage premium at little cost in terms of employment. But unions are 

weak in a sector where the elasticity is larger. Further, Johnson and Mieskowski (1970) 

emphasized that the elasticity substitution between capital and labor is the main factor 

behind the impact of the “union wage effect” on the earnings of nonunion workers and on 

the efficiency of the economy. In addition, Rees (1963) reported that substitution of other 

factors of production for union labor may result in a decrease in relative employment in 

the union sector. 

 However, a modern econometric analysis on the effect of unions on the elasticity 

of substitution between labor and capital was conducted by Freeman and Medoff (1982). 

They showed that the elasticity of substitution between labor and non-production labor is 

smaller under collective bargaining, while the elasticity of substitution for capital and 

labor is almost the same in the unionized and non-unionized industries. Since the 

estimates of this study only focused on the manufacturing industry, it does not explain the 

power of unions in different industries. 

 

1.3 Hypothesis 

 

Labor unions affect the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in 

many different ways. The labor union might demand more workers in the firm if the 

wage is fixed and independent of the number of workers in the firm. This situation could 

unfold when the workers believe that hiring more workers would lessen the burden they 

have at work. A rise in the number of personnel will increase the labor costs for the 
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employer.
3
 Therefore, it will be costly to the firm to switch the production inputs when it 

already incurs the high cost of labor.  

 Freeman and Medoff (1982) argued that unions decrease the degree of 

substitution between capital and labor through policies that prohibit or limit the use of 

capital. Besides, the union may also restrict the number of laborers who can operate 

certain risky and high technology machines.
4
 These are strong policies that reduce for the 

union members any risk of job loss due to accidents at work. However, from the 

perspective of the employer, the policy will provide them with very few options with 

respect to the usage of production inputs. 

 

1.4 Data description 

1.4.1 Data on unions  

Data on unions are obtained from the Union Membership and Coverage database 

extracted from the Current Population Survey (CPS). I used quarterly data to analyze the 

effects of unions on the elasticity of substitution between labor and capital. The period 

covered in the data is 1983-2010. The data provide  information on total employment, the 

number of employed workers who were union members, and the number of employed 

workers who were covered by a collective bargaining agreement. 

1.4.2 Data on labor and factor price 

 

Data for labor and capital inputs were obtained primarily from the National 

Income and Product Account (NIPA) tables of the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). 

I used NIPA table 6.4 to obtain data on total employment, tL . The table outlines the total 

                                                 
3
 The labor costs include fringe benefits, insurance benefits and facilities costs 

4
 High risk or high technology machinery requires a trained worker to be operated 
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number of full-time and part-time employees by industry each year. In addition, NIPA 

table 6.9 includes data on the total hours of work for all workers per year (Ht) by 

industry. Further, NIPA table 6.3 reports the data on wages, tw . The table displays the 

total wage and accrual per year by industry. Thus, the average hourly wage is the ratio of 

tw over Ht.  

Data for operation labor and nonoperation labor were obtained from the Current 

Population Survey (CPS). It is basic monthly CPS data from January 1994 to December 

2010. The data provided information on the numbers and wages of operation labor and 

non-operation labor for each industry. Operation and non-operation labor are identified 

based on major occupation categories. Management, service, sales and office occupations 

are categorized as non-operation jobs while occupations such as yardmaster, bus driver 

and flight maintenance are categorized as operation jobs. 

 

1.4.3 Data on capital and factor price 

 

Following Lup and Oaxaca (2010), I used a recursive equation to obtain the series 

on non-labor input tK  given initial conditions on tK  and a calculated capital depreciation 

of δt. On the other hand, a series on tr was obtained from the user cost of capital equation. 

I start with total revenue equation as follows: 

         
tttttt KrLwQP                             (1) 

PtQt is total revenue from output in quarter t. Data for ttQP comes from the NIPA table 

6.1, National Income without Capital Consumption Adjustment by Industry. Further, I 

used BEA, table SQ7, State Quarterly Income Estimates, to obtain the data for ttLw  

where wtLt is the total cost for labor in quarter t. The only data that are not available are 

the data on ttKr  where rtKt is the cost for capital in quarter t. I was able to obtain data on 

δt 11  tt Kr from NIPA table 6.13 and 6.22, Non-corporate and Corporate Capital 

Consumption by Industry where δt  is a depreciation rate and rt-1Kt-1 is cost of capital in 

the previous period. Moreover, the data for 11  tt Kr were available from NIPA table 
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3.3ES, Historical Cost Net Stock of Private Fixed Assets by Industry. Thus, given data on 

δt 11  tt Kr and 11  tt Kr , I am able to back out δt. 

 In order to obtain tr , I assumed a normal rate of return. Thus, the user cost of 

capital can be calculated as following: 

                                               

where tpd represents the price deflator, tI is the quarterly 3-month T-bill rate and    is a 

corporate income tax obtained from a Historical Corporate Top Tax Rate (1909-2010). 

The data on the price deflator ( tpd ) was obtained from NIPA table 7.6, Chain-Type 

Quantity and Price Indexes for Private Fixed Investment by Type. This private fixed 

investment measures spending by private business, non-profit institutions, and 

households on fixed assets in the US economy.
5
 The data for the 3-month T-bill rate ( tI ) 

came from the Federal Reserve Statistical Release of Historical Data.
6
 Thus, the series on 

tK was obtained residually from (1): 

        
t

tttt
t

r

LwQP
K


                                  (3), 

        

By this construction of tK , the equation ensures internal consistency of data. 

 To be specific, Wt is measured as the average hourly wage. Lt represents the total 

number of laborers in the industries while Kt represents the total value of capital in the 

industries for the particular period of time. Further, ttKr  measures the total cost of capital 

in the industries. 

 

                               

 

                                                 
5
 Fixed assets refers to any structure, equipment, software that was used in the production of goods and 

services. 

6
 . T-bill rate refers to a short-term debt obligation backed by the U.S. government with a maturity of less 

than one year. Treasury bills are securities traded in the U.S. Treasury of first and secondary market. 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/treasurybill.asp##
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1.5 Framework 

 

The effect of unions on the elasticity substitution between capital and labor will 

be analyzed separately for three different transportation industries during the time 

interval spanning the first quarter of 1983 to the fourth quarter of 2010. Thus, the total 

number of observations in the study is 112 for each industry. The industries that are 

included in the study are railroad, postal, and air transportation. The measure of unions is 

the density of union membership in the industry. Two types of production functions are 

used to see how unions respond to different models of production. The first model is 

Constant Elasticity Substitution (CES) while the second model in the analysis is the 

Translog Cost Function 

 

1.5.1 CES production function 

 

The advantage of the CES production function is that it restricts the elasticity of 

substitution to be a constant. The elasticity parameter can vary from zero to infinity 

(Tyler, 1974). Thus, the CES function is very intuitive because it allows the inputs to 

range from perfect substitution to no substitution. In comparison with the Cobb Douglas 

function, which has unity elasticity of substitution, the value of the elasticity of 

substitution in the CES model provides more variability and flexibility (Hsing, 1993). 

Furthermore, the CES model is being proposed because the assumption of the unit 

elasticity of substitution of the Cobb Douglas production function is not checked in the 

empirical studies (Arrow, Chenery, Minhas and Solow, 1961). More importantly, the 

CES function is considered as the general case of the Cobb Douglas and the Leontief 

production function (Salem, 2004). The model below will specify the elasticity of 

substitution as a function embedded in the CES framework. 

Below, I describe my CES production function: 
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where Qt is a measure of output in quarter t, At is a scale factor that captures neutral 

technological change, subscript i represents type of labor. In my study I have two types of 

labor inputs; operation labor and non-operation labor. Lit is employment level in quarter t 

for type i labor, and Kt represents capital input in quarter t. I define αi as a share 

parameter for input i in a range of 0 < α < 1 while ϕ refers to the return-to-scale 

parameter. Note that the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is measured 

by the σ parameter. The effects of unions on the elasticity of substitution are captured in 

the elasticity equation as defined below: 
 

    
)( 10 tU 

         (5),
 

where σt is the elasticity of substitution between labor and capital in quarter t and Ut  is 

the density of unions in industry i in quarter t. Here, ρ0 represents an intercept while ρ1 

measures how much effect unions have on the elasticity of substitution. By defining the 

elasticity of substitution (σt) in the exponential function, it is guaranteed that the elasticity 

of substitution will be positive. To show the effects of unions on the elasticity of 

substitution between capital and labor, I take the derivative of the natural log of equation 

(5) as following: 

      

  
                                                                       

I expect the coefficient of ρ1 to be negative. Thus, an increase of union density in the 

industry will result in a smaller elasticity substitution between labor and capital. Note that 

in the case of no unionism in the industry, the elasticity substitution of σt is just a function 

of the constant ρ0. 
 

Further, marginal products of type i labor (MPLit) and marginal products of capital 

(MPKt), respectively, can be expressed as: 
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Next, by assuming the firm practices cost minimization, the marginal product of capital 

labor is equated with the factor input price wit and rt as follows:
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By substituting (7) and (8) into (9), I obtain: 
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Taking the log of the equation (10) yields a set of inverse relative input demand functions 

as following: 
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Equation (11) can also be expressed as below: 
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By substituting for σt from union function (5), I get the following equation:
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Since (13) is not linear, I use a non-linear least square regression to estimate the 

following equation.  
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where the parameters of interest are ρ0 , ρ1 and α. 
7
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1.5.2 Translog cost function 

 

The second model in the analysis is the translog cost function.
8
 The advantage of 

the translog cost function is the flexibility of specification that can be applied to 

multifactor production. In addition, the translog cost function does not require imposition 

of prior restriction in order to get the Allen elasticities of substitution (Mohabbat, 1984 

and Yanikkaya, 2004). In this model, I will introduce two types of labor inputs: operation 

and non-operation laborers. In this way, I will be able to look at the impact of unions on 

the elasticity of substitution between operation laborers and capital, non-operation 

laborers and capital, and between operation labor and non-operation labor. For the 

translog cost function, the period covered in the analysis is only from first quarter 1994 to 

fourth quarter 2008 because the wage data for production labor and nonproduction labor 

were not available before 1994. 

Assuming the firm practices cost minimization in production, the translog cost function 

can be represented as following: 
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8
 The Cost function approach provides a convenient way to obtain the supply and demand equations. 

Furthermore, the cost function provides a sound, theoretic approach for using price and cost data to 

estimate a consistent set of factor-demand equations. 
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By assuming that the cost function is well behaved, (17) is positive and 

homogeneous of degree one in factor prices. Thus, the following assumptions are applied 

in the translog cost function: 
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Further, I restrict my production function to Constant Return to Scale (CRTS). Thus, 

additional assumptions are imposed in my translog cost function as following: 

0iQ  (Homothetic) 

0QQ  (Homogeneity of a constant degree) 

1Q  (Constant Return to Scale) 

With all the above assumptions imposed, my translog cost function becomes: 
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(18) 

We know from our work on cost functions that Shepard‟s Lemma implies that 
  

   
 = Xi. 

In logarithm form 
    

   
 =  

  

   
 
  

 
. Substituting the result from the envelope theorem, 

we have 
    

   
 = Xi

  

 
 = Si, where Si is the cost share of the ith input. From the translog 

cost function, we have: 

 

    

     
 = S1 = Uwww 11312111 3ln2ln1ln     (19) 

    

     
 = S2 = Uwww 22321222 3ln1ln2ln    (20) 

    

     
 = S3 = Uwww 33231333 2ln1ln3ln    (21). 
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To simplify, I put the derivative in the function of only two inputs of w1 and w2. 

Therefore, (19), (20) and (21) become: 

 

    

      = S1 = UWWWWWW rrrPLrNPL 11312111 )/ln()/ln()/ln(      (19‟) 

    

      = S2 = UWWWWWW rrrPLrNPL 22322212 )/ln()/ln()/ln(      (20‟) 

    

      = S3 = UWWWWWW rrrPLrNPL 33332313 )/ln()/ln()/ln(     (21‟) 

 

Where   

 

S1+ S2 + S3 = 1      and 0 < Si < 1 

α1 + α2 + α3 = 1 

δ11 + δ12 + δ13 = 0 

δ21 + δ22 + δ23 = 0 

Ө1 + Ө2 + Ө3 = 0 

wNPL= the non-operation labor wage, wPL= the operation labor wage, wr= the return to 

capital 

 

In order to allow for error in cost minimization, a classical additive term is added 

to (19‟), (20‟), and (21‟). The error terms sum to zero in each observation because the 

cost shares   sum to unity. Thus, covariance structure is singular. Therefore, I dropped 

one equation for joint estimation. Here, I dropped (21‟) and estimated jointly (19‟) and 

(20‟).  Thus, (19‟) and (20‟) are estimated by using Seemingly Unrelated Regression 

(SUR). In order to get the values of estimates for the three inputs‟ symmetric translog 

cost function, I use Zellner Efficient (ZEF) estimation. I iterate ZEF until the estimates 

converge to the maximum likelihood (ML) estimates so that the estimates are invariant to 

which equation (21‟) is dropped. 
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 In order to measure the elasticity of substitution among factor inputs, I employed 

Allen partial elasticities of substitution (AES) as following: 

£ij = 
        

         and     £ii =
            

                           (22) 

Where the union effects are captured inside the cost share variables (Si). To show the 

effects of unions on the elasticity of substitution between inputs, I take the derivative of 

the Allen elasticity with respect to union density as follows: 
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1.6 Union endogeneity 

 

 The source of the endogeneity in union density is due to structural reverse 

causality between union density and the dependent variables in both the CES production 

function and the translog cost function. Failure to consider this endogeneity problem will 

result in bias in estimating equation (14), (15), and (16) for the CES production function 

and equation (19) and (20), (21) for the translog cost function. 

 In the CES production function, the more workers that sign up for union 

membership, the lower the demand for capital by limiting capital input in the production 

through labor union‟s bargaining. Thus, it results in the lower ratio of capital and labor 

demand in the left-hand side of the nonlinear least square regression.
9
 However, the 

                                                 
9
 The role of labor unions is to obtain a permanent position for the unionized worker. If more workers join 

the union and obtain permanent status, this translates to a small number of workers that can be easily 

terminated, which results in the low demand for the new labors. 
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causal effect could also be in the opposite direction. The high demand for new capital 

which results in the higher ratio of capital to labor motivates more workers to sign up for 

the union membership to avoid losing their job. Thus, by this assumption, the coefficient 

of union density on the inverse labor demand is negative while the coefficient of the 

inverse labor demand on the union density is positive. Thus, failure to consider this 

structural reverse causality between inverse labor demand and union density will result in 

a downward bias in estimating the nonlinear least square regression of the impacts of 

union density on the inverse labor demand. 

 In the translog cost function, the more workers that sign up for union 

membership, the higher the cost share of labor in production due to an increase in wage 

for union members. However, an increase in wages for workers which increases the cost 

share of labor, results in a lower union density because the workers see wages and salary 

can be raised without being a union member. Thus, by this assumption, the coefficient of 

union density on the cost share of labor is positive while the coefficient of the cost share 

of labor on the union density is negative. Thus, failure to consider this structural reverse 

causality between cost share of labor and union density will result in an upward bias in 

estimating seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) of the impacts of union density on the 

cost labor share. 

In order to solve this problem, I use competitor industry union density as an 

instrumental variable for union density in a given industry. In particular, for the railroad 

industry, I will use union density in the bus service and urban transit industry as an 

instrumental variable and vice versa. For the air transportation industry, I will instrument 

union density with the railroad industry union density.
10

 However, in a postal service 

industry, the instrumental variable will be union density in the federal sector (excluding 

postal). The specification for the first stage regression is as follows; 

Uniont = α + β(Competitor Union) + X + ԑ     (23) 

 

                                                 
10

 Railroad industry is closer competitor to air transportation industry than urban transit industry 
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This instrumental variable is valid because union density in a competitor industry 

has a very strong relationship with the union density in the given industry and does not 

directly affect current labor demand in the given industry. A motivation to join a trade 

union could depend on union density in the other industry. A high (low) union density in 

the other industry signals a positive (negative) return of being a union member. In 

addition, the success (failure) of labor union in the other industry motivates workers to 

join (leave) labor union. For example, a success of labor unions in bus service and urban 

transit industry to raise wages for bus attendants motivates unionized train attendants to 

bargain for higher wages. Thus, it will increase train attendants‟ motivation to join the 

labor union too. In the postal service industry, a competitor industry union density is not 

used for the instrumental variable but a federal sector (excluding postal) union density is 

used instead. This is because postal workers are federal sector employee. Therefore, the 

best instrument is to use union density in the federal sector that excludes postal workers. 

Further, the union density in the competitor industry and federal sector is a valid 

instrument because it does not have a direct effect on a labor demand in the industry. The 

strength of the labor union in the other industry does not influence firms‟ decisions on 

production. Thus, to estimate my model, I run a Seeming Unrelated Regression (SUR) 

with an instrument variable for the translog cost function and CES production function. 

 

1.7 Result  

1.7.1 Railroad industry 

 

Table A.4 shows a CES result of Seemingly Unrelated Nonlinear Two Stage 

Least Square (N2SLS) regression of the inverse production labor demand, the inverse 

non production labor demand, and a ratio of production labor demand and non-

production labor demand on the union density, a ratio of production labor wage and rate 

of return to capital, a ratio of non-production labor wage and rate of return to capital, and 

a ratio of non-production labor wage and production labor wage in railroad industry. The 

ikey coefficient of union ρ2 shows a negative and significant coefficient in the inverse 
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production labor demand and in the inverse non production labor demand regressions. 

The negative impact of union density on the elasticity of substitution between non 

production labor and capital (-0.510) is higher than the negative impact of union density 

on the elasticity of substitution between production labor and capital (-0.341).   

Table A.5 shows mean elasticity substitution between capital and production 

labor and between capital and non-production labor for the railroad industry. Both pairs 

of input production elasticities show a mean elasticity below 1.00. Therefore, the railroad 

transportation industry is inelastic to substitution between capital and production labor 

and between capital and non-production labor.  

To summarize, the negative coefficient of ρ1 implies that the presence of labor 

unions is associated with a lower elasticity of substitution between capital and production 

labor and between capital and non-production labor in the railroad industry. In addition, 

the mean elasticity substitution shows the inelasticity of production labor and non-

production labor with respect to substitutability with capital in the railroad industry. 

Thus, both the negative coefficient of union density and the inelastic substitution between 

production labor and capital and between non production labor and capital in the railroad 

transportation industry are consistent with the hypothesis that unionism decreases the 

degree of substitutability between labor and capital. Therefore, if the strength of the labor 

union in the industry is measured based on the size of union members, the more power 

the labor union possesses, the less flexibility the firm has in production input choice. 

Table A.7 reports the translog cost function results of Seemingly Unrelated 

Regression (SUR) with an instrumental variable for cost share of non-production labor 

and cost share of production labor on the log ratio of non-production labor wage and 

return to capital, log ratio of production labor wage and return to capital and instrumental 

variable of union density for railroad industry. Both cost share of production labor and 

cost share of non-production labor in railroad industry have positive coefficients on the 

union variable. To conclude, the positive coefficient of union membership implies that 

the higher the percentage of union membership in the industry has been transformed to an 
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ability of labor union to maintain higher cost (higher wage and or higher percentage) of 

operation labor or non-operation labor to capital in the industry.  

Table A.8 shows mean derivatives of the Allen elasticities of substitution with 

respect to union density between production labor and capital and between non-

production labor and capital in the railroad industry. It shows that in this industry, both 

production labor and non-production labor have negative mean derivatives of elasticity of 

substitution with respect to unions.  

Table A.9 shows mean Allen elasticity of substitution between production labor 

and capital and between non-production labor and capital for the railroad industry. The 

mean elasticity of substitution between production labor and capital and between non-

production labor and capital are above 1.00 in absolute value. This implies a 

complimentarity between production labor input and the capital input and between the 

non-production labor input and the capital input in this industry. Therefore, according to 

translog cost function, the elasticity of substitution between production labor and capital 

and between non-production labor and capital in the railroad industry is relatively..  

To conclude, both the CES production function and the translog cost function 

show a negative effect of union density on the elasticity of substitution between 

production labor and capital and between non-production labor and capital. While the 

CES exhibits an inelastic substitution between these inputs, the translog cost function 

yields an elastic substitution between production labor and capital and between non-

production labor and capital. Therefore, there is a certainty that labor union reduce 

elasticity of substitution between inputs. However, there is no consensus evidence that 

unionism leads to inelastic substitution between production labor and capital and between 

non-productions labor and capital in the railroad industry. 

 

1.7.2 Postal service industry 

 

Table A.13 shows a CES result of Seemingly Nonlinear Two Stage Least Square 

(N2SLS) regression of the inverse production labor demand, the inverse non production 
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labor demand, and the ratio of production labor demand to non-production labor demand 

on union density, the ratio of production labor wage to the user cost of capital, the ratio of 

non-production labor wage to the user cost of capital, and the ratio of non-production 

labor wage to production labor wage in postal service industry. The interested coefficient 

of union ρ2 shows a positive and significant coefficient in the inverse production labor 

demand and in the inverse non production labor demand regressions. Thus, a presence of 

labor union in the postal service industry does not able to reduce an elasticity of 

substitution between production labor and capital and between non-production labor and 

capital.  

Table A.14 shows the mean elasticity of substitution between capital and 

production labor and between capital and non-production labor for the postal service 

industry. Both pairs of input production elasticities show a mean elasticity below 1.00 in 

absolute value. Therefore, the elasticity of substitution in the postal service industry is 

inelastic to substitution between capital and production labor and between capital and 

non-production labor.  

To summarize, although the mean elasticity of substitution is inelastic between 

production labor and non-production labor and capital in the postal service industry, the 

positive coefficient of ρ2 implies that the presence of labor unions is not associated with a 

lower elasticity of substitution between inputs. Although the elasticity of substitution 

between production labor and capital and between non production labor and capital is 

inelastic, the positive coefficients on union density are not consistent with the hypothesis 

that unionism decreases the degree of substitutability between labor and capital in the 

postal service industry 

Table A.16 shows the translog cost function results for Seemingly Unrelated 

Regression (SUR) estimation of cost shares with instrumental variables for the postal 

service industry. Both cost share of production labor and cost share of non-production 

labor in the postal service industry have positive coefficients on union density. To 

conclude, the positive coefficient of union density implies that the higher percentage of 

union membership in the industry has been transformed suggests that labor unions are 
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associated with higher costs (higher wage and or higher percentage) of production labor 

or non-production labor relative to capital.  

Table A.17 shows mean derivatives of the Allen elasticities of substitution with 

respect to union density between production labor and capital and between non-

production labor and capital in the postal service industry. It shows that in this industry, 

both production labor and non-production labor have positive mean derivatives of 

elasticity of substitution with respect to unions. This is consistent with the findings from 

the CES approach. 

Table A.18 reports the mean Allen elasticities of substitution between production 

labor and capital and between non-production labor and capital for the postal service 

industry. The mean elasticity of substitution between production labor and capital and 

between non-production labor and capital are below 1.00. Therefore, according to 

translog cost function, the elasticities of between production labor and capital and 

between non-production labor and capital are inelastic for the postal industry.  

To conclude, although CES and the translog cost function yield an inelastic 

substitution between production inputs, both point to a positive effect of union density on 

the elasticity of substitution between production labor and capital and between non-

production labor and capital. Therefore, it is a certainty that there is an inelastic 

substitution between production labor and capital and between non-production labor and 

capital in postal service industry. However, this elasticity of substitution is not reduced 

by a presence of labor union in this industry. 

 

1.7.3 Air transportation industry 

 

 Table A.22 reports the CES results for Nonlinear Two Stage Least Square 

Seemingly Unrelated (N2SLS) regression of the inverse production labor demand, the 

inverse non production labor demand, and the ratio of production labor demand to non-

production labor demand on union density, the ratio of production labor wage to the user 

cost of capital, the ratio of non-production labor wage to the user cost of capital, and the 
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ratio of non-production labor wage to the production labor wage in the air transportation 

industry. The key coefficients on union ρ2 are negative and significant in the inverse 

production labor demand and in the inverse non production labor demand regressions. 

The negative impact of union density on the elasticity of substitution between production 

labor and capital (-0.504) is higher in absolute value than the negative impact of union 

density on the elasticity of substitution between non-production labor and capital (-

0.485).   

Table A.23 shows the mean elasticities of substitution between capital and 

production labor and between capital and non-production labor for the air transportation 

industry. Both pairs of input production elasticities show a mean elasticity below 1.00. 

Therefore, the air transportation industry is inelastic to substitution between capital and 

production labor and between capital and non-production labor. The negative coefficient 

on ρ2 implies that the presence of labor unions is associated with lower elasticities of 

substitution between capital and production labor and between capital and non-

production labor in the air transportation industry. These results are consistent with a 

hypothesis that unionism decreases the degree of substitutability between labor and 

capital. Therefore, if the strength of unionism in the industry is based on the size of union 

membership, the more power the labor union possesses, the less flexibility the firm has in 

the production inputs choice. 

Table A.25 shows the translog cost function results for instrumental Seemingly 

Unrelated Regression (SUR) for the cost shares of non-production labor and production 

labor on the log ratio of non-production labor wage to the user cost of capital, the log 

ratio of production labor wage to the user cost of capital and union density for the air 

transportation industry. Both cost shares of production labor and non-production labor in 

the air transportation industry have positive coefficients on the union variable. The 

positive coefficient of union membership implies that the higher the percentage of union 

membership in the industry  the higher the cost (higher wage and or higher percentage) of 

production labor or non-production labor to capital.  
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Table A.26 reports the mean derivatives of the Allen elasticities of substitution 

with respect to union density between production labor and capital and between non-

production labor and capital in the air transportation industry. In this industry both 

production labor and non-production labor exhibit negative mean derivatives of elasticity 

of substitution with respect to unions.  

Table A.27 reports the mean Allen elasticity of substitution between production 

labor and capital and between non-production labor and capital for the air transportation 

industry. The mean elasticity of substitution between production labor and capital is 

below 1.00. On the other hand, the mean elasticity of substitution between non-

production labor and capital is above 1.00. Therefore, according to the translog cost 

function, the air transportation industry is inelastic to substitution between production 

labor and capital but is elastic to substitution and between non-production labor and 

capital.  

Both the CES production function and the translog cost function yield a negative 

effect of union density on the elasticity of substitution between production labor and 

capital. Furthermore, both production functions show an inelastic substitution between 

these two inputs. Therefore, there is a certainty that unionism reduces the elasticities of 

substitution between production labor and capital in the air transportation industry. In 

fact, there is consensus evidence that labor union leads to inelastic substitution between 

these two inputs in this industry.  

 

1.8 Robustness check 

1.8.1 Time series analysis 

 

 I also run the analysis on time series format to check for stationary and serial 

correlation of the data. An augmented Dickey Fuller test in every regression model fails 

to reject a hypothesis that the series has a unit root in the regression of inverse labor 

demand on the ratios of input prices in the CES production function and in the regression 
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of input cost shares on the ratios of input prices in the translog cost function. To solve 

this problem, I do first difference analysis in every regression for all of the industries.
11

 

In the railroad industry, the coefficients for union density in the N2SLS 

regressions for CES in the time series analysis show a very similar effect with non-time 

series analysis. However, the negative coefficient of union density in time series is lower 

than the non-time series analysis. In addition, the time series analysis yields more 

inelastic substitution between production labor and capital and between non-production 

labor and capital. For the tranlog cost function, only the derivative of elasticity 

substitution between non-production labor and capital with respect to union is negative. 

However, the substitution between production labor and capital and between non-

production labor and capital remain elastic as in the non-time series analysis.   

 In the postal service industry, a coefficient of union density in N2SLS regressions 

for CES has a negative effect on the elasticity of substitution between production labor 

and capital and between non-production labor and capital. In addition, the time series 

analysis also yields more inelastic substitution between production labor and capital and 

between non-production labor and capital in presence of labor union. For the tranlog cost 

function, both derivatives of the elasticity of substitution between non-production labor 

and capital and between production labor and capital with respect to union are negative. 

However, the substitution between production labor and capital and between non-

production labor and capital is found to be elastic. Thus, the time series analysis for the 

postal service industry suggests that the presence of unionism at least reduces the 

elasticity of substitution between production labor and capital and between non-

production labor and capital. 

 In the air transportation industry, the coefficient of union density for the 

regression with CES shows a very similar effect with non-time series analysis. However, 

the negative coefficient of union density in time series is lower than that in the non-time 

series analysis. In addition, the time series analysis yields more inelastic substitution 

between production labor and capital and between non-production labor and capital in 

                                                 
11

 For timeseries analysis, see table A.30 to table A.42.  
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presence of unionism. For the tranlog cost function, the derivative of the elasticity of 

substitution between production labor and capital with respect to union is negative. 

Furthermore, substitution between these two inputs is also inelastic as in the non-time 

series analysis. To conclude, the negative effect of labor unions on the elasticity of 

substitution between production labor and capital is consistent in both production 

technologies in time series and non-time series analysis. 

 

1.9 Conclusion 

 

The paper uses two different production function approaches to measure the effect 

of labor unions on the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in three 

different industries; railroad, postal service, and air transportation. In the CES production 

function, Seemingly Unrelated Nonlinear Two Stage Least Square regression is used to 

estimate inverse labor demand as a function of the input price ratios and key variable of 

union density. In the translog cost function, Seemingly Unrelated Two Stage Least 

Square regression is used to estimate input cost shares as a function of input price ratios 

and union density. Further, our study uses an instrument variable of union density in 

other industry to address the endogeneity of union density in the industry due to reverse 

causality.  

  Through the analysis we find that the air transportation industry is affected by the 

presence of unions. Specifically, the presence of labor unions reduces the flexibility to 

substitute production labor and capital in the air transportation industry. A robustness 

check of time series analysis finds that the flexibility remains reduced in substituting 

between production labor and capital in this industry. The analysis shows that this result 

is consistent in both the CES production function and the translog cost function. To 

conclude, the strength of labor unions in the air transportation industry is implied by the 

unions‟ ability to control and maintain a greater percentage of labor in the production 

input by lowering the use of capital. This result shows that the higher union density 

contributes to a stronger labor union in weighting a larger labor input in production. 
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 In the emergence of new technology, the presence of labor unions in the air 

transportation industry is still relevant to firms‟ decisions on choice of production inputs. 

This success of  unionism could be due to a high level of competition in this industry. To 

illustrate, while all airlines continue to compete, any shutdown in production or operation 

due to a labor union‟s response such as a strike and protest must be avoided and all 

bargaining must be negotiated well to keep an airline in business and competition.  
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CHAPTER 2 

INTERNET JOB SEARCH AND LABOR MARKET 

OUTCOME 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

On March 16, 2010, The Federal Communications Commission developed and 

released the National Broadband plan to ensure that every American has access to 

broadband capability. One of its targets is to help Americans find jobs in more effective 

ways. One of the ways to achieve this target is by building a new online national 

employment assistance platform to efficiently connect struggling workers with resources. 

Through the platform, users will benefit from searching for jobs on a national level rather 

than at the state or community level, by building a resumé, obtaining interview 

preparation assistance, applying for jobs, storing pertinent application documents, and 

tracking the progress of job applications. Further, by 2020, the Federal government is 

targeting to provide at least 1GB per second internet speed in libraries, school and public 

area. This will allow more extensive access to broadband internet in public places for 

unemployed workers to conduct internet job search. 

This paper studies the effect of internet job search on two employment outcomes: 

unemployment duration and wage differentials. The data come from the Internet and 

Computer Use Dictionary in the Current Population Survey of September 2001 and 

October 2003. Specifically, this study answers three important questions on internet job 

search: Who looks for work online? To answer this question, a probit model is employed 

to identify which observed characteristics are associated with online job searchers; does 

internet job search shorten unemployment duration for job searchers? A Cox Proportional 

Hazard Model is employed to answer the question, and do workers who use internet job 
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search to find current jobs obtain higher wages? A generalized Oaxaca Decomposition 

method is used to decompose the wage differential into the parts due to workers‟ 

characteristics, parameters, and selectivity. 

This paper makes several contributions to the literature on internet job search. 

First, the data provide detailed information about the internet activities individuals use for 

job search.
12

 Previous papers relied only on data about whether or not individuals used 

the internet in any way for job search. The second contribution of this paper is in the 

unemployment duration model by taking into account unobserved heterogeneity and the 

problem of many job searchers seeking to obtain jobs at the same time. The third 

contribution is to estimate a wage differential between those who use internet job search 

and those who do not use internet job search to find current jobs. There are no other 

studies that attempt to estimate a wage differential between internet job searchers and 

non-internet job searchers. 

Matching workers and employers is known to be a difficult process. The use of 

the internet is changing the ways both job searchers and employers think about the 

recruiting function. Specifically, job search and recruitment activity are shifting to the 

Web due to the low cost of transmitting information over the internet. Autor (2001) has 

noted that the internet surely reduces the direct costs of search, both by job searchers and 

employers. There are thousands of internet sites designed to mediate the process of 

matching workers with jobs. In addition, there are also online classified ads and job 

posting on corporate Web sites (Kuhn and Skuterud, 2000). 

Although many hiring processes and job search activities have been conducted 

over the internet, the amount of internet usage for job search is still small among all 

                                                 
12

 The details about all the internet job search activities will be discussed in the section of data description 

and methodology 
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adults in the United States.
13

 For example, in August 2000 about 25 percent of 

unemployed job seekers reported using the internet to look for jobs online regularly. 

Figure B.2 shows the percentage of internet usage and online job searchers among all 

adults age 18 and above from 2008 to 2010. Although the percentage of internet usage 

among adults is very high, the use of the internet for job search is still low at about 40 

percent on average. 

The widespread usage of the internet for the hiring process but a low usage of the 

internet for online job search prompts a question. Does internet job search improve labor 

market outcomes? Fountain (2001) suggests that internet users have some advantages 

over non-internet job searchers in finding a job due to additional valuable information 

obtained on the internet. Their job opportunities improve because of lower search cost, 

and the use of the internet sends a good signal that the searchers are competitive workers. 

 

2.2 Literature review 

 

There are a few papers that study the effect of internet usage on labor market 

structures and performances. (Autor, 2001) stated three labor market features that 

possibly changed through an increase in internet usage. First, internet usage changes the 

way that employer and employee matches are made. Second, internet usage replaces 

some of the traditional jobs. Third, the demand for labor may become more independent 

from local market conditions. Additionally, he mentioned that working hours at home 

might be increased when the internet is more common among the employed workers. His 

prediction on hours of working has been examined by Freeman (2002), who studied the 

effect of computerization and internet use for work on hours of work (including hours of 

                                                 
13

 Some professional workers obtain job through recommendation or referral 
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work outside the office) and on wages. He found that computerization and internet use 

increased hours of work and earnings. Additionally, he found that the typical worker was 

hired for work on projects and not for work that was based on a specific time period. 

Many papers discuss internet job search. For example, Kuhn and Skuterud (2000) 

mentioned that internet search is a realistic option. They also stated that there is a 

possible overlap between looking for jobs online and traditional search methods.  

Furthermore, Autor (2001) added that the cost of internet job search is cheaper than the 

traditional job search method. Feldman and Klaas (2002) stated that internet fluency has 

little effect on the extent of job search activity but had a significant effect on hours spent 

on internet job search.  

Kuhn and Skuterud (2004) addressed several similar questions. Their study used 

CPS data from December 1998 and August 2000. The difference with our study is that 

the dataset had no information on how the unemployed workers used the internet to 

conduct job search.
14

 Furthermore, analyzing unemployment duration, the paper did not 

consider unobserved heterogeneity that might arise among the job searchers. In addition, 

in estimating an unemployment duration model, the paper did not take into account the 

large number of tie events in leaving spells of unemployment. In their study, they found 

that internet job search is more common among workers with observed characteristics 

associated with faster reemployment. Additionally, the study found that there is no 

evidence that internet job search reduces unemployment duration. 

Fountain (2005) studied the effect of online searching on the short term 

probability of finding a job. He estimated a logit model to find the probability of 

becoming employed within 3 months. The study found that those who used the internet 

for job search had only a small advantage in obtaining a job over the non-internet users. 

                                                 
14

 Information about the internet activities of job searchers is only available in CPS data of September 

2001 and October 2003. 
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Bagues and Labini (2009) studied the impact of the inter-university consortium, 

AlmaLaurea (electronic labor market) on the labor market outcomes of university 

graduates. They found that AlmaLaurea reduced the graduates‟ unemployment 

probabilities, improved matching quality between employer and graduates, and fostered 

graduates‟ geographic mobility. Stevenson (2009) studied the effect of internet usage 

among employed job seekers and unemployed job searchers. She found that among 

employed job seekers, those who used the internet were more likely to change jobs. On 

the other hand, Brencic and Norris (2009) looked at the effect of online search from the 

employers‟ perspective. They found that employers, who have to fill their vacancies as 

soon as possible, specify fewer job criteria, and provide more complete information about 

the job application process, and withdraw a vacancy from the job board faster than 

employers who do not need to fill their job vacancies urgently. 

 

2.3 Economics of information 

 

An economic model of labor market job search states that workers who have more 

choices in potential jobs are more likely to find a better job or have a higher probability 

of getting a job if they have a low cost to access information about vacant positions. 

Therefore, productivity will increase together with the wage and the incentive to leave the 

current job will be reduced. Consequently, search costs are lower and the benefit to the 

individual and society will accrue because the workers will be employed in jobs in which 

they are better matched (McCall, 1970) 

 In a two-sided model of labor market search, employers and workers collect and 

evaluate information simultaneously. High skill workers send signal such as experience, 

education level and resumes revealing to employers that they are high quality workers. At 

the same time, low skill workers pretend to send the same signal so that they would 
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receive a higher wage (Spencer, 1973). Therefore, at this point, the signal is no longer 

helping the employer to distinguish between high and low skill workers. 

 For employers, hiring a new worker is like purchasing a lottery (Spencer, 1973). 

The decision to employ a new worker is difficult because employers have limited 

information on how to measure the productivity of a newly hired worker. Therefore, all 

the costs associated with hiring, screening, training and evaluating new workers are sunk 

costs (Spencer, 1973 and 1974). According to neoclassical economic theory, the hiring 

decision will be more accurate if employers are able to obtain more information about 

potential new hires. Thus, risk averse employers will only hire workers for whom they 

have more information. When information is costless, employers should find the best 

match if they are able to obtain the maximum information about the potential workers. 

 In particular, a worker looks for a job search strategy that enables him to gather 

the most information that other job searchers do not have access to. Meanwhile, 

employers seek a hiring strategy that brings them the most information about the 

potential workers. Clearly, a possible solution to this problem is internet job search. The 

internet does not only offer low access cost to employers and workers but also provides 

the ability to sort through an unlimited amount of information about each other. 

Furthermore, the internet shrinks information asymmetry and has transformed the 

richness and reach of information. Those who use the internet also send additional signals 

such as internet proficiency or any other favorable characteristics that are associated with 

internet proficiency. A study found that workers‟ resumes that include email addresses 

have a higher probability to receive a callback. This indicates that employers consider the 

use of internet by applicants as a part of the screening criteria (Bertrand and 

Mullianathan, 2003) 
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2.4 Data description 

 

The data come mainly from the Internet and Computer Use Dictionary, Current 

Population Survey September 2001 and October 2003. We have two different sets of 

data. The first one is the data on unemployed job searchers and the second one is the data 

on currently employed workers. The major difference between these data and the Internet 

and Computer Use data in 1998 and 2000 is that the 2001 and 2003 versions provide 

detailed information on how internet job search activities are being conducted. 
15

 These 

data include the following questions: i) did (he/she/you) read online job ads or search 

online job listings? ii) Did (he/she/you) research information about potential employers? 

iii) Did (he/she/you) submit a resume or application to an employer online? iv) Did 

(he/she/you) post a resume on a job listing site or with a service on-line? 

 The Current Population Survey (CPS) is the source for the official government 

statistics on employment and unemployment. The CPS has been conducted monthly for 

over 50 years.  It obtains interviews from about 57,000 households monthly that are 

scientifically selected on the basis of area of residence to represent the nation as a whole, 

individual states, and other specified areas. The CPS provides current estimates of the 

economic status and activities of the U.S. population. The current CPS sample is selected 

based on 1990 census information.  The first stage of the 1990 sample design created 

2,007 geographic areas called primary sampling units (PSUs) across the entire United 

States.  These PSUs were grouped into strata within each state.  A total of 754 PSUs were 

selected for the sample containing 2,121 counties, minor civil divisions, and independent 

cities. Approximately 72,000 housing units are assigned for interview each month, of 

which about 60,000 are occupied and thus eligible for interview. Of the 60,000 occupied 

housing units, approximately 5 percent are not interviewed in a given month due to 

temporary absence (vacation, etc.), the residents are not found at home after repeated 

attempts, inability of persons contacted to respond, unavailability for other reasons, and 

                                                 
15

 The 1998 and 2000 versions only stated that information whether the jobseekers used internet or not. 
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refusals to cooperate. The interviewed households contain approximately 112,000 

persons 15 years old and over, approximately 31,000 children 0-14 years old, and about 

450 Armed Forces members living with civilians either on or off base within these 

households. 

Figure B.3 shows job searchers‟ unconditional employment probabilities by type 

of internet activities. It shows that every internet activity is associated with a high 

probability of becoming employed. Additionally, their probabilities are about the same. 

For example, the jobseeker who reads online job advertisements or searches online 

postings has a 0.704 probability of becoming employed. While those who post resumés 

on a job listing site have a 0.701 probability of becoming employed. The virtually 

identical probabilities of being employed with respect to both categories of internet job 

search activities imply that there is no dominant internet activity that could lead to a 

better chance of being employed.  

Figure B.4 shows the probability of employment with respect to number of job 

search activities. The horizontal axis represents the number of job search activities 

conducted by job searchers. The total number of job search activities in the dataset is 

four. Figure B.4 shows that the probability of becoming employed rises with the number 

of internet job search activities. That is, the more variation in internet job search activity 

the higher is the probability of becoming employed. To illustrate, those who have 

engaged in three types of internet job search activities have a better probability of 

becoming employed (0.72) than those who have conducted only one type of internet job 

search activity (0.67).  

 For purposes of the present analysis, unemployment duration is measured in 

months. Specifically, the duration of a spell of unemployment is measured by how many 

months the job seeker was reported as being unemployed. The maximum unemployment 

duration for an individual in this study is 10 months. It is possible that those who have 10 

months unemployment duration may continue to be unemployed after they study period 

ends (right-censoring). The data show that 2029 out of all 5856 internet job searchers and 
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non-internet job searchers are still listed as unemployed after 10 months. For those who 

engage in internet job search, 1460 out of 2086 become employed within a 10-month 

period. On the other hand, for those who do not use internet job search, 2367 out of 3770 

become employed within a 10-month period. This means that the percentage who became 

employed is higher for those who use internet job search than those who use the 

traditional method. 

 The data include a look effort variable to identify if jobseekers have put any effort 

toward finding a job during the last four weeks. This variable includes new entrants and 

those who lost or quit their jobs. An activity variable refers to the job seekers‟ activity 

before starting job. It identifies whether a job seeker made a human capital investment by 

going to school, gained experience by working, or left military service or something else. 

In addition, the job loss type variable refers to whether the job ended because the person 

lost their job or quit. The non-internet job search variable refers to the total number of 

traditional search methods that have been used to search for a job. These traditional 

search methods include contacting or interviewing employers directly, contacting a 

public employment agency, contacting a private employment agency, contacting friends 

or relatives, contacting a school or university employment center, sending out resumés or 

filling out an application, checking union or professional registers, placing or answering 

an advertisement, looking at advertisements, and attending job training programs. The 

data add the state‟s annual unemployment rate variable to control for economic 

conditions during the period of the study. 

 The data also include the home surf variable to identify the individuals‟ home 

internet usage status. The outside surf variable identifies if the individual  uses internet 

access in someone else‟s house. In addition, the public surf variable refers to the 

individual‟s status of internet usage in public places such as a library or employment 

center. The high speed variable is intended to identify the type of internet connection 

used by individuals. 

 In order to measure job-finding success from internet usage, the observations in 

the September 2001 CPS supplementary survey are matched with the same individual in 
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the nine subsequent CPS regular monthly surveys (October 2001- August 2002). 

Similarly, the October 2003 CPS supplementary survey is matched with the same 

individual in the nine subsequent CPS regular monthly survey (November 2003- 

September 2004).
16

 In particular, we observe the monthy labor force status of every 

individual until the month they become employed. 

 Figure B.5 shows the primary methods used by employed workers to find their 

current job from 2000 to 2002. Before quarter four 2000, only about 6 percent of 

employed workers chose internet as their primary method to find their current job. 

However, in quarter three 2002, the percentage of employed workers that used the 

internet as the main job search method increased to 22 percent. On the other hand, the 

percentage of employed workers who considered newspaper advertisements as the main 

method to look for jobs decreased by 3 percent from 2000 to 2002. In fact, the percentage 

of workers who considered personal referral as the primary method to find the current job 

also declined from 56 percent in 2000 to about 44 percent in 2002.   

 Panel A in table B.43 reports the percentage who searched online for jobs among 

the total population and among those who use internet by labor force status from 1998 to 

2003. In 1998, only 14 percent of unemployed workers searched online for jobs. But, the 

percentage of unemployed workers searched online for jobs increased to 37 percent in 

2003. In fact, the percentage of the total population who searched online for jobs 

increased from about 5 percent in 1998 to about 11 percent in 2003. Panel B depicts the 

share of internet users and the share of online job searchers by labor force status in 2003. 

Employed workers account for 76.8 percent, followed by unemployed workers with 11 

percent. The explanation for this scenario is that employed workers are more accessible 

to the internet. In addition, the favorable experience they had in using the internet to look 

for jobs online motivated them to keep using internet while they were already employed. 

 

                                                 
16

 About 93.7% of the observations in 2001 and 93.3% of the observations in 2003 are matched with the 

nine subsequent CPS monthly periods 
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2.5 Methodology 

2.5.1 Who use internet job search?  

The first question we are interested in is to identify who looks for work online. 

This question is important because it gives a general idea of who benefits from the rise of 

internet activity. Furthermore, this question will allow us to identify the observed 

characteristics associated with internet job searchers.  

To answer this question, we use a Probit Model of who uses internet job search. 

The dependent variable of interest takes the value of 1 if an individual looks for work 

online and 0 if the individual does not look for work online. Thus, the expected value of a 

dichotomous variable Yi ϵ {0,1} is the probability that it takes the value 1: 

E(Yi) = 0.P(Yi = 0) + 1.P(Yi = 1) = P(Yi = 1)   (1) 

In the Probit estimates, we consider a latent variable which is not observed but 

which linearly depends on Xi 

Yi
*
= Xi

’
β + ԑi ,        E(ԑi ) = 0    (2) 

The latent variable Yi
*
 can be interpreted as the utility difference between choosing to 

look for work online, Yi
 
= 1 and not looking for work online, Yi

 
= 0. Only the choice of Yi

 
 

is observed. An individual chooses Yi
 
= 1 if the latent variable is positive and 0 otherwise. 

Hence the observed variable is  

Yi
  
= 1 if Yi

*  
> 0    

    = 0 if Yi 
*
≤  0   (3) 
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Further we assume that the individual observations ( Yi, Xi ) are iid. That is the 

explanatory variable is exogenous and the error term is normally distributed, 

ԑi | Xi  ~ N(0,1)    (4) 

Therefore, the probability that individual i chooses to look for work online, Yi
 
= 1 can 

now be derived from the latent variable and the decision rule 

P(Yi = 1| Xi ) = P(Yi
*
 > 0| Xi) = P(Xi

’
β + ԑi > 0| Xi) = P(ԑi > - Xi

’
β

 
) 

                    =1 - ɸ( -Xi
’
β /σ ) = ɸ( Xi

’
β /σ )      (5) 

The marginal effect of a change in Xik on the expected value of the observed variable Yi is 

as follows; 

     |   

    
 
       |   

    
                                                     

where this marginal effect depends on the characteristics Xi of observation i. Therefore 

every individual has a different marginal effect 

 

2.5.2 Does internet job search reduce unemployment duration? 

Looking at the effect of internet job search on the employment probability at a 

single date (labor status after 10 months) ignores a lot of information on the actual 

duration of unemployment. Therefore, a standard OLS estimation may not identify the 

true effect of internet job search. 

Additionally, with the data we have, looking at the effect of internet job search 

activities in reducing unemployment duration is interesting. This is because internet skills 

and fluency vary among internet job searchers. Whereas looking at the effect of hours 

spent on internet job search will not give a clear idea how effective internet job search is 

in reducing unemployment duration. Therefore, a very fluent and skillful internet job 
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searcher will engage in various internet job search activities in a little amount of time. 

Meanwhile, those who are not really familiar with internet use will take hours just to 

engage in a single internet job search activity. Therefore, looking at internet job search 

activities in reducing unemployment duration will eliminate a bias due to jobseekers 

internet skills and fluency.   

2.5.2.1  Duration model 

Since the Probit Model and OLS ignore much of the information on the actual 

duration of unemployment, we solve this problem by estimating a duration model that 

incorporates all of the available information about a jobseeker‟s unemployment spell. To 

do this, we employ a Cox Partial Likelihood Proportional Hazard Model (Cox, 1972). 

Note, we only know the month in which individuals become employed. Thus, the 

information available on unemployment duration in the CPS is discrete. Kuhn and 

Skuterud (2001) explained that these problems made a continuous time duration models 

inappropriate. Following Kuhn and Skuterud (2001), we estimate a discrete time hazard 

model.  The hazard is assumed to be of the form 

h(t)=h0(t)exp((Xi)β +(ɸ(Ziγ))ρ+ԑ)    (7) 

where ɸ(Ziγ)= Prob(Ii=1|Zi)  

is the predicted probability of using internet job search.. The reason for doing this is that 

the decision to use internet job search is endogenous. To address this problem, we replace 

the internet job search variable with the predicted probability of using internet job search 

from the probit model. The predicted probability from the probit model is exogenous 

because it is being conditioned on Z where Z contains variables that influence 

individuals‟ decision of using internet job search. X contains covariates describing the 

unemployed workers‟ observed characteristics and the mean state unemployment rate. 

The last observation period in this study is month 10. h0(t) is the baseline hazard model 

which is allowed to be nonparametric. A partial likelihood method is used to estimate the 

slope parameter in the β vector 
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The Cox proportional hazard model is designed for analysis of time until an event. 

In this study time until an event is referring to a time until unemployed workers become 

employed. Cox regression is semi parametric and does not assume any particular 

distribution for the shape of the hazard function, focusing instead on predicting the 

hazard ratio. Thus, the Cox model is a better choice over all parametric event history 

models because there is no clear theoretical reason for positing a particular baseline 

hazard ratio.  

There is a clear reason why the Cox Proportional Hazard Model is the best choice 

over OLS and Logistic regression. Obviously, censored data are not handled by 

traditional methods. The dataset will contain information on workers who become 

employed after some periods of time (the uncensored observations) and the jobseekers 

who are not employed by the last observation period. These are censored observations, 

meaning that the data on how long they will be unemployed are not yet known). 

Traditional regression methods would require either dropping censored cases, thereby 

risking sample selection bias, or treating censored cases the same as those for whom the 

event (ex. employed) occurred in the final time period. Thereby, it also biases the 

estimated coefficients. As the usual regression model uses ordinary least squares or 

maximum likelihood estimation of parameters, Cox regression uses partial likelihood 

methods, which do not assume uncensored data. In the Cox regression, the computation 

of the regression coefficients is based only on the uncensored cases, but all cases are used 

when estimating the baseline hazard. Thus Cox regression uses all available information 

and is considered a full information method, whereas OLS and logistic regression are 

partial information methods when censored data are present. 

2.5.2.2  Cox proportional hazard model set up 

The status variable also called the event variable, is the dependent variable in Cox 

regression. In this study, the status variable is a binary variable equal to 0 for remaining 

unemployed and 1 for becoming employed. The status variable is analyzed in relation to 

a time variable (see below) with hazard or survival rates being the central output of Cox 
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regression. The Cox regression focuses on analyzing the probability of adoption in any 

time period. One does not know the final labor force status for all observations or the 

time to reach final status because data contain censored and uncensored cases where the 

final status may be identified after the observation period. 

The time variable measures duration to the event defined by the status variable. 

The time variable in this study is referring to how many months elapse before the job 

searchers become employed. The Cox model assumes that the hazard rate increases 

linearly with time, conditional on covariates in the model.  

Covariates are the predictor or independent variables in a Cox model. Covariates 

in this study are all observed characteristics of the internet job searchers such as age, 

gender, and education status. Our main covariates are the individuals‟ use of using 

internet job search and all internet job search activities conducted by job searchers. In 

addition, we also have a mean state unemployment rate to control for economic 

condition. 

Uncensored observations are those for which the start time corresponds to the 

start time of the observation period and these obtain jobs on or before the end of the 

observation period. A right-censored observation occurs when someone remained 

unemployed throughout the period studied. 

2.5.2.3  Tie event 

The Cox Proportional Hazard model assumes there are no tied event times. However, 

in practice, data often have tied event times due to imprecise measurement.  The basic 

problem tied events pose for the partial likelihood function is in the determination of the 

composition of the risk set at each failure time and the sequencing of event occurrences. 

In this study, there exist a large number of tie events since the number of observations is 

large and the total number of observation periods is only 10. Therefore, it is very likely a 

large number of the individuals obtain jobs at the same month. To solve the model with 

tied data, most of the literature uses the method of Breslow or Efron. But, Breslow‟s and 
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Efron‟s methods perform poorly and the approximation will break down when the 

number of ties are large relative to the size of the risk sets which tends to yield estimates 

of β which are biased toward 0 (Farewell & Prentice, 1980; Hsieh, 1995).  

 Therefore, to address the problem with a large number of ties, we employ a 

method of exact partial likelihood. This method is based on the continuous time 

likelihood. The assumption is that the events do not really occur at the same time, just 

that the way of measuring time is not accurate enough to spot the difference sequencing. 

This assumption fits with our study because our time variable unit is a month. Therefore, 

there likely will be many jobseekers who obtain jobs at the same month but their exact 

time of getting employed could be on different days. The exact partial likelihood method 

assumes that there must be some true ordering of the employment events that occurs 

among the jobseekers. Thus, all possible orderings of the tied events are calculated, and 

the probabilities of each are summed. 

 

2.5.2.4  Unobserved heterogeneity 

 

The notion of unobserved heterogeneity amounts to observations being 

conditionally heterogenous (different) in terms of their hazards in ways that are 

unaccounted for in the systematic part of our models. In particular, some jobseekers are 

more likely to find a job than others due to unobserved heterogeneity. This leads to a 

misspecification of our model where the estimates will be inconsistent. 

 In our study we assume that similar job searchers in an education group have the 

same propensity to experience leaving unemployment due to unobserved heterogeneity. 

But the level of propensity is different according to education groups. However, this 

assumption only says that one education group must dominate others in finding a new 

job. However, to know which group dominates others requires some elaboration. It is not 

assumed that higher level education groups take less time to find jobs or vice versa. There 

are two situations that could happen among the higher education group. In the first 

situation, they could find jobs very quickly because it is easier given their higher 
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qualifications to find new jobs. However, since it is easier to find a new job, they could 

delay their decision in order to find their best position by raising their reservation wages. 

On the other hand, it may be impossible for the lower education group not to accept any 

job offer because it is very hard to find a job given their qualification.  

Consider two groups of education level (G1 and G2) with different (exponential) 

hazards. If we don‟t control for G in our model, then, the jobseekers with the higher 

hazards (G1) will exit unemployment at a higher rate than those with lower hazards (G2). 

That is those jobseekers with the higher hazard rate are more frail than those with the 

lower hazard rates.
17

 This spurious duration dependence will always make duration 

dependence appear more negative than it really is. 

 

2.5.2.5  Shared frailty model 

 

In order to address this unobserved heterogeneity problem, we use a Shared 

Frailty Model. The model assumes that similar observations in a group share frailty but 

the frailty varies from group to group. In this paper, we divide the jobseekers into groups 

according to education level. Since we do not observe the type of occupation for every 

individual, education level is the best choice to identify class of worker. We expect that 

one education group is more prone to leave unemployment than others for unobserved 

reasons. In effect, shared frailty causes observations within the same groups of education 

level to be correlated. 

  We have n observations and g education subgroups. The hazard rate for the n
th

 

individual in the g
th

 subgroups will be a function of the covariates and the unmeasured 

and unobserved frailties of education group as follows; 

hgn(t) = h0(t)exp( Xgnβ + Wgψ)  (8) 

                                                 
17

 In this example the unobserved heterogeneity results in an estimated hazard that will appear to decline 

over time since those with higher hazard will exit earlier 
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where Wg are the unobserved subgroup frailties which as before are assumed to be 

independently distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1. If ψ = 0, then we have the 

normal PH model. We can re-express the hazard as: 

hgn(t) = h0(t)Vgexp( Xgnβ)    (9) 

where Vg = exp(Wgψ ). That is frailty is now shared among the n observations in the g
th 

group. Further, frailty shared model makes the following assumption; 

Vg ~ Gamma ,  E( Vg )=1,  V(Vg )=θ 

 

2.5.2.6  Repeated events and competing risk 

 

 In estimating a duration model, there are two issues that need to be considered. 

The first issue is repeated events. Repeated events refer to the observation that can 

experience more than one event during the observation period. That is jobseekers can 

experience leaving unemployment duration more than once in the 10 month period. This 

happens when the jobseeker who becomes employed becomes unemployed later on and 

starts internet job search again during the 10 months period. However, this issue will not 

be a problem in our analysis since our observation for one unit ends when he or she 

becomes employed.
18

 In particular, we only study the effect of internet job search on one 

unemployment spell duration. We do not study any consequences that might occur after 

the jobseeker takes the job. In fact, our interest is not to look at the effect of the internet 

job search on match quality.
19

 

The second issue in the duration model is competing risks. It refers to the case 

that a unit is at risk of experiencing multiple events at any one time. That is jobseekers 

might obtain a job or exit the labor force. However, this issue will not be a problem in our 

                                                 
18

 One problem when the analysis has repeated events is that the model restricts the influence of 

covariates to be the same across events, when in fact there may be varying effects from one event to the 

next. 

19
 (Hadass,2004) studied the effect of internet job search on match quality. She used job duration as a 

proxy for match quality 
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analysis because we drop any observations who exit the labor force after some periods.
20

 

This is because our study specifically intends to look at how soon jobseekers become 

employed by using internet job search. Exiting the labor force is associated with the 

jobseeker‟s observed characteristics such as family size, age, and gender but is less likely 

to be associated with the use of internet.  

 

2.5.3 How large is the wage gap between internet job searchers and non-internet 

job searchers? 

 

 The final question is intended to estimate a wage differential between non-internet 

job searchers and internet job searchers. Given the current employed workers data, we 

will estimate a wage gap between those who use internet job search and those who do not 

use internet job search to find current jobs.
21

 

 

2.5.3.1  Specification 

 

 The model in this section applies switching regression models with endogeneous 

switching developed by Madala and Nelson (1975) and Nakosteen and Zimmer (1980). 

There are two separate income equations for internet job searchers and non-internet job 

searchers. In addition, it also includes an equation describing the dichotomous decision to 

use internet job search. The decision equation serves as an endogeneous selectivity 

criterion which determines the strategy to look for job (internet or non-internet). 

 A person chooses to use internet job search if  

  (WiI -Wi0)/ Wi0 > βi    (10) 

                                                 
20

 When there is a competing risk we can’t assume that different events have the same risk to failure. 

 

21
 Therefore, there will be different observations with the previous questions 
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Where WI is the wage received if the person use internet job search and WO if she does 

not. βi represents direct and indirect costs, as a proportion of income, incurred by person i 

if she chooses internet job search.
22

 Suppose, the proportionate costs may be represented 

as a function of individual personal characteristics (Xi) and a random disturbance term as 

following 

  βi = g(Xi) + ԑi             (11)  

Thus, person i chooses to use internet if  

    Ii* > 0           (12) 

and does not use internet if  

    Ii* ≤ 0           (13) 

where  

 Ii* = α0 + α1 [(WiI -Wi0)/Wi0] + α2(g(Xi)) - ԑi         (14) 

and 

 WiI  =  θ0I + θ1I Xi + θ2I Ri + ԑiI            (15)  

 Wi0 =  θ00 + θ10Xi + θ20 Ri + ԑi0          (16) 

where Ri is the region (county, district and state) where the individual lives. The vector of 

explanatory variables in the income equations do not necessarily consist of the same 

elements as those appearing in the decision equation above. Further, we assume that ԑiI 

and ԑi0 are normally distributed with variances σI
2
 and σ0

2 
respectively. 

Therefore, I*, WI and W0 are endogenous variables. I* is not observed but only the 

choice of I is observed as following 

 Ii =1 if Ii* > 0      (17) 

 Ii =0 if Ii* ≤ 0      (18) 

 Further, (WiI -Wi0)/Wi0 is approximated by logWiI – logWi0. Thus, the model above 

becomes; 

 Ii* = α0 + α2[logWiI – logWi0] + α3(g(Xi)) - ԑi (19) 

 

                                                 
22

 Direct cost could be monetary if one has to pay to use the internet while indirect cost could be time one 

has to give up for other things 
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2.5.3.2  Sample selection bias 

 

In estimating this gap, we will take account of self-selection bias to choose 

internet job search. The difference between both search methods (Internet vs Traditional 

search method) is likely to induce jobseekers to self-select based on their observable and 

unobservable characteristics such as motivation and search cost. To illustrate, internet job 

search is expected to be more familiar among young, educated, and professional workers. 

Thus, failure to consider this problem may result in a self-selected sample rather than a 

random sample. 

The selectivity problem with respect to internet use could appear in many ways. 

First, Holzer (1987) suggested that individuals choose anonymous job search methods 

due to the paucity of their social network and informal contacts. Second, Kuhn and 

Skuterud (2004) suggested that a low search cost offered by the internet results in the 

inability to screen out individuals with only a very marginal interest in looking for a new 

job. Third, they suggested that individuals use various job search methods because the 

prospect of receiving a job offer is low. For example, low-quality jobseekers may choose 

to use the internet to look for work as an additional method alongside traditional job 

search. Since their probability of being employed is low, they try to apply to as many as 

jobs with as many as search methods they could. Meanwhile, high-quality jobseekers 

may not put a lot of effort in finding a job because they believe they can obtain a new job 

easily. Rather than spending time over the internet, they could contact the employer 

directly to get the job. In some situations, the high-quality jobseekers get job offers 

through referral and recommendation 
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2.5.3.3  Estimation 

 

 In a standard Oaxaca Decomposition (Oaxaca, 1973), the decomposition will be 

sensitive to whichever group (internet job searchers or non-internet job searchers) is 

assumed to be the norm. This is a standard path-dependence issue and typically in labor 

market applications the reference group is taken to be that with the higher wage. 

However, in our application here, there does not seem to be a compelling case to regard 

either internet job searcher or non-internet job searcher as the reference or norm 

 Thus, to estimate the wage differential between these two groups, we employed a 

Generalized Oaxaca Decomposition (Oaxaca and Ransom, 1994) which uses the 

estimated parameter vector obtained from the pooled sample of internet job searchers and 

non-internet job searchers. Taking into account sample selection bias and the 

disadvantage of the standard Oaxaca Decomposition, we develop the following 

estimation procedures; 

First, we run a probit model of who uses internet job search for all the employed workers 

as following: 

 

P(Yi = 1| Xi )= 1 - ɸ( -Xi
’
β /σ )  

        = ɸ( Xi
’
β /σ )                   (20) 

 

Second, we obtain an inverse mill ratio (IMR) from the probit model. This IMR is used to 

account for the self-selection bias of internet job search. The IMR can be written as  
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Third, we run separate regressions of wages on workers‟ observable characteristics and 

IMR for internet job searchers and non- internet job searchers; 

 

ln(WiI ) =  θ0I + β*I Xi + λiIθ3I  + μiI        (23) 

ln(Wi0) =  θ00 + β*0Xi + λi0θ30 + μi0               (24) 

 

Where β*I Xi and β*0Xi  are simplified versions of θ1I Xi + θ2I Ri  and θ10Xi + θ20 Ri  from 

equation (15) and (16) respectively. 

 

Fourth, we run a pooled regression of the wage on all workers‟ observable characteristics 

and IMR from the probit model as following; 

ln(Wi) = β*Xi + λiIθI*(Ii=1) +  λi0θ0*(1-Ii) + ԑi                 (25) 

 

Fifth, we estimate a Generalized Oaxaca decomposition by incorporating the IMR for 

internet job searchers and non- internet job searchers into the decomposition as 

following; 

 

 )ln()ln( 0WWI IX   ̂    ̂    0X    ̂   ̂     0XX I     ̂ + (  ̂   ̂   I  + 

( ̂    ̂  0  + ( ̂  I   ̂  0                     (26) 

 

which can be simplified as following; 

 

 )ln()ln( 0WWI IX    ̂   ̂    0X    ̂   ̂    0XX I     ̂ + (  ̂ I   ̂ 0     

 (27) 

 

The first three terms of the decomposition represent the unexplained and explained 

differentials due to workers‟ characteristics. The first and second term capture the 

difference between the actual and pooled returns for internet job searchers and non-

internet job searchers. They capture the differences in returns to internet job searchers 
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and non-internet job searchers. The first term measures the internet job searchers 

advantage computed as the wage internet job searchers receive above what would be due 

if their sample characteristics were to be rewarded at the wage structure β*. The second 

term measures the non-internet job searchers disadvantage which is equivalent to the ratio 

between the wage non internet job searchers‟ should receive if wage structure β* were 

enforced and the wage they actually receive. The third term is the wage gap attributable 

to difference in characteristics. The fourth term of the decomposition accounts for the 

contribution of selection bias to the wage differential between internet job searchers and 

non-internet job searchers 

 

2.6 Result 

 

Table B.45 reports the summary statistics for all variables in the study. The 

education variable an ordinal numerical scale to represent the level of education the job 

searchers hold. For example, an individual with a value of 39 in the education variable is 

a high school graduate.   The employment probability shows that about 65 percent of the 

job searchers will eventually be employed. Among the job searchers the average age is 

34, with an average level of education of a high school graduate. Males and females each 

account for about 50 percent of searchers. Furthermore, the mean of having a computer at 

home is about 0.62 while the mean of surfing the internet at home is about 0.47. The 

county-level internet penetration rate has a mean statistic of 0.47. However, only 35 

percent of job searchers use internet job search to look for a new position. 

 Table B.47 reports the marginal effects at the mean values for the probit model 

with respect to all independent variables for those who use internet job search (1
st
 

column) and for those who use internet (2
nd

 column). It shows that internet use, either at 

home (homesurf) or at someone else‟s house (outside surf) or at a public area (public 

surf) has a very significant and positive marginal effect on the decision to use internet job 

search. For an individual with a probability of engaging in internet job search around the 

mean of its predicted value, using the internet at home or at someone else‟s house or at a 
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public area would result in an increased probability of engaging in internet job search by 

1.195, 0.721 and 0.707, respectively. A positive and statistically significant coefficient of 

education implies that internet job search is more associated with those who have a 

higher education level. Internet job search is also more associated with those who quit 

jobs than with those who lose jobs. Since quitting a job is an individual‟s own choice, his 

or her preparation and strategy of looking for a new job is more organized. This 

preparation includes determining where to find a job, the job search methods, and the 

employment probability. In fact, the preparation usually takes place before they quit their 

old jobs. 

 In contrast, the results show that engaging in internet job search is less associated 

with those who have high-speed internet, a large number of household members, older 

job searcher and reentrant laborers. A bigger household is usually related to those who 

have low income. To illustrate, poor families have less access to knowledge of the 

internet due to financial and capability constraints. Furthermore, since possessing high-

speed internet incurs a high cost, it is more common to find this luxury among those with 

strong financial stability. These people usually have good career profiles and do not need 

to put much effort into looking for a job by them. Therefore, they might not need to use 

internet to look for job. As internet fluency requires skill and knowledge about computer 

usage, the result shows that internet job search is less associated with older individuals. 

This is because possessing computer knowledge and skills is more common among 

younger people. Finally, new entrants more commonly use internet job search than 

reentrants due to the fact that the former need to use as many job search strategies as they 

could since they are lacking in work experience. 

 In the same vein, internet usage is more associated with those who are educated 

and generate a higher income. Furthermore, owning a computer and high-speed internet 

also contributed to individuals‟ internet usage. As internet job search is less common 

among older people and those who have larger households, the same concept also applies 

to internet usage. 
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  Table B.48 reports the results from the Cox Proportional Hazard Model of 

unemployment duration. It displays a hazard unemployment duration model that controls 

for unobserved heterogeneity and tie events. Our variable of interest in the first column is 

the predicted probability of using online job search (phat_ijs). In the second column we 

include variables of predicted probability of reading online jobs (p_readonline), 

researching information about potential employers (p_research), submitting resume and 

application online (p_sentresume) and post resumé on a job listing site (p_postresume). 

In the first column, the predicted probability of online job search is positive. Thus, the 

hazard ratio for the predicted probability of online job search is exp(0.122) = 1.13. An 

increase in individuals‟ predicted probabilities of using online job search, when other 

covariates in the model are controlled at 0,will be associated with an increase by (113%-

100%) = 13% in the probability of getting job. A hazard ratio for predicted probability of 

online job search above 1 implies that online job search is associated with a rise in the 

probability of being employed. Thus, online job search could hasten the rate of leaving 

unemployment spells. However, the coefficient is not statistically significantly  different 

from one. Therefore, we can‟t say for sure that internet search aids people in obtaining 

employment. In the second column, read job search online and post resumé on a job 

listing contribute in overall decrease of unemployment duration while research 

information about potential employers and submit resumé and application online increase 

unemployment duration. Similarly, the coefficient is not statistically significantly 

different from one. Therefore, we can‟t say for sure that reading job search online and 

posting a resume on a job listing site aid people in obtaining employment and researching 

information about potential employers and submitting resumeé and application online 

hinder people in obtaining employment. 

However, the marriage variable contributes to a significant decrease in overall 

unemployment duration. Its positive coefficient of 0.242 contributes to a hazard ratio of 

exp(0.242) = 1.27. That is being married increases the probability of obtaining 

employment by (127%-100%) = 27%. One possible explanation is that married job 

searchers require stronger financial foundation. This induces them to put more effort into 
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job search so that they can be employed as soon as possible. Another possible 

explanation is that married job searchers who do not have working spouse lower their 

reservation wages in order to be employed as soon as possible. This positive and 

significant coefficient on marriage is consistent with the effect of being married on 

employment probability in the previous estimation result. In contrast, having a bigger 

household size and being reentrant contribute significantly to an overall longer 

unemployment duration. These results are consistent with the effect of having bigger 

household size and being a reentrant on labor market outcome and probability of 

engaging in online job search found in the previous estimations.  

Table B.48 shows that the effect of our main variable of online job search on 

unemployment duration is not statistically significant. We believe this problem is due to a 

failure to include some important variables in the estimations. First, the indicator variable 

for online job search only specifies if individuals use internet job search to look for job. 

However, those who use internet job search also include individuals who decide to switch 

to online search after some periods of doing traditional search. Thus, failure to take into 

account this issue underestimates the true effects. Second, we do not how much time 

individuals spend on internet job search. Our sample might include those who spend very 

little doing internet job search. Third, our sample does not have data on unemployment 

benefits. Those who receive unemployment insurance might not do intensive job search 

during an early unemployment periods. 

Table B.50 and B.51 show the earning equation of internet job searchers and non-

internet job searchers respectively. Following (Nakosteen and Zimmer, 1980), the 

earning equations include only exogenous variables that are thought to exert an impact on 

earning distinct from their impact on the decision to use internet job search.
23

 Both 

equations show that MSA size has a positive significant impact on earnings. That is, a 

one unit increase in MSA size level is associated with a 4% and 3% increase in hourly 

                                                 
23

 Inclusion of all exogenous variables in both the decision and earning equation introduces a collinearity 

problem in the second stage of the estimation procedure. 
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wage for internet job searchers and non-internet job searchers. Thus, given an increase in 

MSA size level, internet job searchers obtain a little higher wage than non-internet job 

searchers. Of particularly interest are the estimated coefficients of the selectivity 

variables. The coefficients of selectivity variables are positive and significant in internet 

job searchers equation but negative and significant in non-internet job searchers equation. 

It is in support of the notion that internet job searchers look for work online because they 

expect to perceive more favorable returns. However, for non-internet job searchers, 

choosing not to look for work online is associated with a lower wage. It may be 

interpreted that the notion of “internet job search increases the return” fails to convince 

the non-internet job searchers to look for work online. 

 Table B.53 shows results of a Generalized Oaxaca Decomposition and an adjusted 

decomposition of the wage differential between internet job searchers and non-internet 

job searcher. An “exclusion restriction” is a key to solving an identification problem in 

this selection model by incorporating variables that influence individuals‟ decision on 

internet job search in the first stage regression of probit model but excluding them in the 

second stage of wage regression. These exclusion restriction variables are having 

computer at home, having high-speed internet at home, use internet at home, use internet 

in someone‟s home, and use internet in public area. These variables contribute to 

determining the propensity score to internet job search but are not related to wages 

obtained. 

The total wage differential (unadjusted) between internet job searchers and non-

internet job searcher is -0.0399. It shows that the wage differential is in favor of non-

internet job searchers. To illustrate, those who use internet job search received 1.5% 

lower wages than the workers who use traditional search methods. This situation could be 

due to the fact that those who are high quality labor and receive high wages do not tend to 

find jobs through the internet. If these individuals get employed by using internet job 

search, the wage gap will be in favor of internet job searchers. This argument has been 

supported by results from the probit model of those who use internet job search. 
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Specifically, those who have a high speed internet are not likely to use the internet for job 

search. Possessing high speed internet is associated with richer individuals. These are the 

people who gain a high wage in the labor market by being high quality workers.  

The result of unadjusted wage differential shows that a major contribution of this 

wage gap is due to the total difference in unexplained characteristics. The difference 

between the pooled and actual return for internet job searchers contributed to a wage gap 

by 87.89% while the difference between the actual and pooled return for non-internet job 

searchers contributed to the gap by 14.15%. On the other hand, the total differential in 

workers‟ observable characteristics narrows the wage gap between these two groups by 

2.04%. To illustrate, given two individuals who use two different methods (internet and 

non-internet) to find a job, the difference in both individual‟s characteristics does not 

increase the wage gap between them. In fact, the difference in individual characteristics 

helps to narrow this gap in a little degree. Thus, if there is no selection bias, the 

difference in unexplained characteristics is the only factor that leads to the gap in the 

adjusted wage differential. 

 

2.7 Conclusion 

 

This paper has several limitations. First, observations on every individual end 

right after they become employed. Thus, the study does not observe if the person 

becomes unemployed again and starts a new internet job search during the study period. 

Second, this study does not have data on unemployment benefits. Thus, we are not able to 

examine whether individuals who delayed their job search activities to benefit from 

unemployment receipt. Third, we are unaware of the individuals who switched to internet 

job search after some periods of doing traditional job search. The inclusion of these type 

of individuals will underestimate the effect of online job search on labor market 
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outcomes. Fourth, we don‟t observe how much internet job searchers use the internet to 

look for work. 

We study the effect of internet job search on different labor market outcomes. The 

labor market outcomes studied are unemployment duration and labor wage. From the 

probit model of who use internet job search, we found that internet job search is more 

associated with high educated people. Further, we find that internet penetration rate in the 

county level contributes significantly to an individual decision to use online job search. 

This finding could be interesting to a policymaker to promote the use of the internet in 

residential areas. Meanwhile, access to internet in public area provides job searchers with 

more alternatives to manage job search activities. 

However, there is no clear evidence that internet job search shortens 

unemployment duration. Controlling for internet job search activities, we find that none 

of them contributes significantly in reducing unemployment duration. We offer some 

possible explanations of this issue. First, the indicator variable of online job search only 

specifies if individuals use internet job search to look for job. However, those who use 

internet job search also include individuals who decide to switch to online search after 

some periods of traditional search. Second, we do not know how much time individuals 

spend on internet job search. Our sample might include those who spend very little time 

engaging in internet job search. Third, our sample does not have data on unemployment 

benefits. Those who received unemployment insurance might not do intensive job search 

during early unemployment periods. Thus, failure to take this issue into account 

underestimates the true effects of internet job search. We believe that we could get 

significant results if all the issues above were corrected. 

Ultimately, we find there is not much difference in wage gained between internet 

job searchers and non-internet job searchers. We believe it is due to those high skill 

workers who receive high wages and obtain jobs outside of the internet channel. The 

unexplained gap is the only factor that contributes to this wage differential while the 

difference in job searchers observable characteristics does not widen the gap.  
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 Future research could compare the difference in job search intensity between 

unemployed workers and those who are currently employed. Besides that, looking at the 

effect of internet job search on matching quality could be interesting too. Another 

dimension of research could explore individual behavior in revealing private information 

over the internet. The Current Population Survey has data about the individual‟s level of 

concern to provide private information online. In addition, there is also data about kids‟ 

concern in order to have internet access at home. This information could be interesting to 

link with individual decision on how much to use internet job search. Potentially, these 

individuals‟ concern on providing information could have subsequent effects on their 

labor market outcome or job matching quality. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DID NEW ECONOMY POLICY SUCCEED TO REDUCE  

ETHNICS ECONOMIC GAP IN MALAYSIA 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The May 13 ethnic riot between Malay and Chinese people in 1969 was a dark 

chapter in Malaysia‟s political history. The main factor of the riot was due to a large 

economic disparity between Malay and Chinese which created ethnic tensions after the 

independence of Malaysia in 1957. Chinese dominated most of Malaysia economic 

activities such as owning businesses, shops and factories, controlling locally owned 

modern sector of the country‟s economy, and dominating Malaysia commerce. 

After the riot, the government of Malaysia introduced a Malaysia New Economy 

Policy (NEP) in 1971 under a Second Malaysia Five Year Economics Plan.
24

 The main 

goal of this policy was to eliminate poverty by increasing incomes and employment 

opportunities for all Malaysians regardless of race. A second goal was to restructure 

Malaysian society by eliminating the identification of race with economic function
25

 

(Midterm Review of the Second Malaysia Plan, 1971-75). Additionally it was hoped that 

                                                 
24

 Second Malaysia Plan was an economic development plan introduced by the government of 

Malaysia  from 1971 to 1975 with the goal of implementing the Malaysian New Economic Policy (NEP) 

 

25
 The majority of Malays lived in village and focused mainly in agricultural activities while Chineses mainly 

lived in the city and dominated commerce. Educated Indians worked in the professional jobs such as 

doctor and lawyer but less educated Indians lived and worked in plantation (Abdullah and Pedersen, 

2003) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Development_economics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_policy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics_of_Malaysia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics_of_Malaysia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malaysian_New_Economic_Policy
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NEP would improve the economic position of the Malay (Shuid and Mohd, 2001). The 

first goal required that every worker receive wages above the poverty level while the 

second goal targeted an equal distribution of income between races by requiring all races 

have incomes distributed equally as their population share in any sector of the economy. 

The overall NEP‟s strategy included the following action. Government expanded 

the public sector to increase the quota of Malay employee and required that Malays hold 

most of the key positions. In the private sector, Malays were given privileged access to 

share ownership and business opportunities (Menon, 2008). In the agriculture sector, the 

government developed new residential and agricultural lands that were provided with full 

financial assistance, consultancy, and modern technology. Besides that, crop 

diversification from only rubber was introduced to offer agricultural workers more 

choices of crops to oil palm, cocoa, tobacco, and food crops. In the rural areas, 

government increased socioeconomic status through a provision of social services and 

amenities such as education, health, water and electricity supplies. In addition, rural-

urban migration of the labor force was being introduced to take up jobs in industries in 

major cities. This migration was being motivated through a housing policy that requiring 

at least 30% allocation for Malays in a new housing development with 5 to 15% price 

discount. Meanwhile, poverty in urban areas was reduced through an expanding of 

employment opportunities according to sector and type of jobs. In education, the 

government gave special attention to Malays by providing them more access to higher 

education through an increasing quota for admission in public universities. Additionally, 

more scholarships were made available to them to study in college locally or abroad.
26

 

Besides that, government fostered the development of entrepreneurship among Malay 

people to make them an entrepreneurial community (Economic Planning Unit, 1971).
27

 

                                                 
26

 The brief outcomes of these strategies can be found in table C.63-C.68 

27
 Malays were given special attention in the country because Article 153 of Constitution of Malaysia 

states that King of Malaysia must safeguard special position of Malays and Native People (Bumiputra) 

through an establishment of quota for Bumiputra in Federal public service position, Federal scholarship, 

Federal trade and business license and Tertiary education enrollment. 
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In the meantime, an increase of foreign direct investment (FDI) facilitated the 

government‟s effort to expand employment opportunities in various sectors. In addition 

to economy expansion and job creation, the FDI also played a role in transferring new 

technology.  Figure C.7 show the trend in GDP and FDI in Malaysia from 1970 to 2002. 

It can be observed that Malaysia‟s economy grew in tandem with the growth of FDI until 

1994. This led to the hypothesis of FDI-Led-Growth during the NEP. 

Figure C.7: Malaysia Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) (1970-

2002) 

 

 

The NEP policy that giving Malay preferences in employment had increased the 

growth of the Malay labor force by 47.8% compared to 40.8% for Indians and 34.1% for 

Chinese during 1970-80 (Saw Swee Hock, 1988). However, its aim to increase the Malay 

share in corporate assets from 2% in 1970 to 30% in 1990 and to reduce Non-Malay and 
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foreigner shares from 33% and 63% to 40% and 30% did not succeed.
28

 In the wage 

perspective, Malay continued to receive the lowest wage on average from 1970 to 1990. 

Table C.54 reports average monthly wages received by Malays, Chinese and Indians 

from 1970 to 1990. In 1970, Malays received RM172 while Indian and Chinese received 

RM304 and RM394. In 1989, Chinese continued to receive the highest wage with 

RM1631, followed by Indians with RM1209 and Malays with RM940. Additionally, the 

differences in employment status between ethnic groups remained the same. For example 

by 1988, the Chinese had the highest proportion working as employers by 10.2% versus 

1.4% for Malays and Indians (Schafgans, 1998).  

 

Table C.54: Average Monthly Wage Received by Ethnic from 1970 to 2009 in Malaysian 

Dollar (RM) 

Ethnic 1970 1976 1984 1989 

Malay 172 345 844 940 

Chinese 394 787 1552 1631 

Indian 304 538 1107 1209 

                                      Source: Economic Planning Unit, Malaysia Prime Minister Department 

The success of NEP remained to be controversially debated. Although NEP was 

able to reduce the socioeconomic gap between ethnics, it was criticized for having 

reduced non-Malays to the status of second class citizens by cementing “Ketuanan 

Melayu” (Malay supremacy)
29

. Government declared NEP to be „in abeyance‟ in 1986 in 

order to restructure it. Additionally, some ethnic requirements of NEP were also relaxed 

                                                 
28

 In 1988, Malays had only a 19% share in private sector while other races had 56% and foreigners had 

24%. 

 

29
 The NEP was claimed as part of the Malay Agenda for granting Malays special rights in return for 

citizenship for non-Malays during the Independence of 1957 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ketuanan_Melayu
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ketuanan_Melayu
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malay_Agenda
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through the Promotion of Investment Act of 1986. Eventually, the NEP officially ended 

in 1990 and was replaced by National Development Policy in 1991. 

This paper attempts to investigate whether the NEP was successful in achieving 

its target. To approach it, this paper will focus on occupational segregation between 

ethnics across job and the level of discrimination between Malay and Chinese laborers, 

between Malay and Indian laborers and between Chinese and Indian laborers. In 

particular, this paper will estimate a dissimilarity index and a wage differential between 

Malays and Chinese, between Chinese and Indians, and between Malays and Indians 

before its implementation and after the NEP ended. This paper uses data from the West 

Malaysian Family Survey (1966-67) to analyze wage differentials before the 

implementation of NEP and Second Malaysian Family Life Survey (1988-89) to analyze 

wage gaps after the NEP ended. Meanwhile, in order to construct occupational 

dissimilarity indexes between ethnics, the paper uses data from the Malaysian Population 

Census 1970 and the Malaysian Population Census 1991.  

This paper makes a contribution to the current literature by estimating and 

analyzing the sources of racial wage differentials before and after the NEP 

implementation. Previous studies only compared racial wage differentials during and 

after the NEP implementation. The West Malaysian Family Survey (1966-67) dataset that 

we have enables us to compare the progress of racial wage differentials in two different 

periods. Therefore, we are able to offer sounder conclusions about the result of NEP 

implementation. Furthermore, our paper is the first that estimates a wage differential 

between Malay and Indian and between Chinese and Indian. Previous studies focused 

themselves in exploring wage differentials between Malay and Chinese only. Since 

Indians are the third largest ethnic group in Malaysia after Malays and Chinese, their 

presence should not be neglected. Additionally, the NEP not only tried to reduce the 

economic gap between Malays and Chinese but also the wage gap between Malays and 

Indians and between Chinese and Indians. Table 1 shows that there was a significant 

wage gap not only between Malays and Chinese but also between Malays and Indian and 
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between Chinese and Indians. Besides that, our paper is the first to analyze a segregation 

index between ethnics across occupations. An unfair distribution of ethnic across 

occupations was one of the main issues that lead to the riot in May 13 1969. 

 

3.2 Literature review 

 

There are many studies on economic inequality in Malaysia. However, most did 

not use econometric methods in order to analyze the inequality. For example, (Gallup, 

1997) found that there were contradictory outcomes of NEP between the Malaysian 

Population and Family Survey (1984) data and the Second Malaysian Life Family Survey 

(1989) data. While 1984 survey found that the economic status of Malays had improved 

and the economy was experiencing fast growth, the 1989 statistics suggests that there 

were a larger difference in male earning. Malay male earning dropped sharply behind 

Chinese males and a little behind male Indians. This gap might have been due to 

discrimination against Malays in the private sector (Darity and Nembhard, 2000). 

 This result was consistent with a study by Hirschman (1983). Using Malaysian 

Population Survey (1970) data, Hirschman found that Malays continued to have 

disadvantages in working in white collar occupation because of residential pattern. 

Additionally, the difference in the pattern of rural and urban residence was a major factor 

in employment in the manufacturing and commerce sectors. Thus, it explained the 

imbalance in the employment distribution of Malays and Chinese in these sectors. 

On the other hand, Ikemoto (1985) studied income distribution in Malaysia for an earlier 

period (1957 to 1980). He found that the NEP increased the wage gap within ethnic 

groups although it was able to reduce economic inequality between races. He explained 

the decrease in income inequality between races was due to an increased share of Malay 

workers in modern industry. However, it led to a wider gap in income inequality within 
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the Malays ethnic group. This finding was consistent with a study by Da Vanzo and 

Kusnic (1983) which used data from First Malaysian Family Life Survey (1976-77)  

 In addition, there were several studies that used econometric methods to estimate 

the ethnic gap in Malaysia. For instance, Da Vanzo and Kusnic (1983) estimate a racial 

gap of total observable income using the First Malaysian Family Life Survey (1976-77). 

Holding all socio demographic variables constant, they found that the ratio for Chinese to 

Malay income was 1.35 while the ratio for Indian to Malays was 0.75. Further, Vijanberg 

(1987) who used the same data set found that Chinese received the highest wage. The low 

educational level of Malays, rural concentration of Malays, greater tendency of Chinese 

workers to be self-employed where average hourly earnings are highest, and the lack of 

landownership among Indians were identified to be major factors of racial wage 

inequality. 

The most cited economics paper on the Malaysian ethnic economics gap was done by 

Schafgans (1998). He estimated wage differentials between Malays and Chinese using 

parametric and semi parametric estimated wage equations. This paper used data from the 

Second Malaysia Family Life Survey (1988). The paper separated the wage estimation 

for male Malay-Chinese and female Malay-Chinese. The result showed that the Chinese  

- Malay gap in wage offers was larger among females than males in absolute value. 

However, the paper showed that there was no significant evidence of racial 

discrimination against Malays for both genders. 

 

3.3 Data Description 

 

This study combines two types of data sources from census and household survey. 

The census survey data comes from the 1970 Population Census of Peninsular Malaysia, 

the 1980 Population Census of Peninsular Malaysia and the 1991 Population and Housing 
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Census of Malaysia
30

. Meanwhile, household survey data comes from the 1966-67 West 

Malaysian Family Survey, 1976-77 First Malaysian Family Life Survey and the 1988 

Second Malaysian Family Life Survey. While census data has a large number of 

observations, it lacks data on employment or specifically on wages and salaries. 

Therefore, the family survey data is used to obtain information on wage and salary. 

Malaysian Population Census is conducted by the Malaysia Department of Statistics 

every ten years. Its 2% sample data file consists of 175,997 person-records in 1970, 

182,601 in 1980 and 347,892 person-records in 1991. They defines a household as a 

group of persons who live together in single living quarters and make common provision 

for food and other essentials of living. There are primary family units and secondary 

family units in the households. The primary family unit is defined as the family whose 

head is also the household head. The secondary families are any married couple with or 

without children or another married person with spouse absent but with an unmarried 

child present in the same household. 

 The Malaysian Family Survey was a national probability sample survey whose 

objective was to gather baseline data on fertility and on family planning knowledge. The 

households were divided into three major categories, the five largest metropolitan areas, 

the other urban areas and the rural areas. In this survey, we use „father race‟ variable as 

an indicator variable for person‟s race. This is important to determine a race for son or 

daughters from inter-racial marriage.
31

 In the Second Family Life Survey 1988, the data 

were collected with eight instruments such as roster update and list of eligible children, 

household roster, female life history, male life history, senior life history, household 

economy and community questionnaire. Malaysian Family Survey was able to collect 

data from 7,697 households in 1966, 1,262 households in 1976 and 5,899 people in 1988. 

                                                 
30

 Malaysia consists of 14 states where 12 states are located in Peninsular Malaysia 

31
 According to Malaysian law, newborn’s race follows his father’s race. 
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 From these two data sources we are able to gather all important variables needed 

for our study. These variables include wage, employment status, occupation, industry and 

all demographic variables such as gender, race, age, and place of living. Since this study 

focuses on ethnic wage differentials, we only include all working men from age 18 and 

above for the Malay, Indian and Chinese ethnic groups.
32

 Thus, our study excludes any 

immigrant labor from neighboring countries and non-citizen workers. Besides that, our 

occupation variables only focus on three major occupational categories (business and 

commerce, agriculture and professional job) which reflected identification of race by 

occupation group.  

 We analyze the ethnic economic gap through two different perspectives; an 

overall analysis of the racial economic gap and age group economic gap analysis. We 

begin our overall analysis by showing average monthly wages received by ethnic 

category (1970-1989) from table C.54 above. Table C.54 shows that although there was a 

significant wage increase from 1970 to 1990 for all ethnic groups, the ethnic ranking 

remains the same with Chinese receiving the highest wage, followed by Indians and 

Malays. Figures C.8 – C.11 show the share of each ethnic group with college degrees, 

high school certificates, elementary school certificates, and no schooling from 1970 to 

1990. These tables show that about half of every ethnic group‟s population still had no 

schooling by 1991. Furthermore, about only a quarter of Chinese had finished elementary 

school while Indians and Malays had less than a 20 percent share of elementary school 

graduates. Meanwhile, the ethnic shares of high school graduates and college degrees 

were very low at 2 percent to 3 percent for all ethnic groups and there were no significant 

improvement in both education levels from 1970 to 1991. Thus, these tables tell us that 

although NEP was able to reduce the number with no schooling for all races, it was not 

able to improve overall educational attainment for all ethnic groups. In fact, by the end of 

NEP there was no race that advanced in educational attainment. Figures C.12 to C.14 

                                                 
32

 Females are not included because Malaysian Family Life Survey only includes wages for husbands. In 

addition, it was not common to see females working in the family in 1960-1970. 
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show the share of labor by each ethnic group in professional, business and commerce, 

and agriculture job over the share of each ethnic in the population. The share was 

calculated as following;  

                                           Shareij  

   

∑     
   
  

∑    
   

   (1) 

Where i = race     j = occupation  

        O = Number of Ethnic i in Occupation j   P = Ethnic Population  

Thus, a share above 1 implies that an ethnic was overrepresented in an occupational 

group while a share below 1 means that an ethnic was underrepresented in an 

occupational group.  They show that Chinese were always overrepresented in the 

professional and business and commerce occupations since 1970. In fact the degree of 

overrepresentation of Chinese in business and commerce occupations were very high. On 

the other hand, Malays were much underrepresented in business and commerce while 

Indians previously had perfect representation in business but after 1970 the degree was 

going down. In professional jobs, the degree of representation of Malays and Indians 

were about 80 percent of Malays and Indians share of the total population. Meanwhile, 

Malays were consistently overrepresented in agricultural jobs, but Chinese were much 

underrepresented. The representation of Indians in agricultural occupations ranged from 

70% to 100% of Indians‟ share of the population. To conclude, Chinese conquered 

business and commerce occupations while Malays and Indians were dominant groups in 

agriculture. Meanwhile, the distribution of ethnic groups was balanced in professional 

occupations although Chinese was rather overrepresented in this job. 

 Next, we analyze the urban and rural economic gap. Figures C.15 and C.16 show 

ethnic population shares in rural and urban areas. There were unbalanced racial 

distributions in both rural and urban areas. Malays were the majority group in the rural 
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and Chinese in the urban. Malays were able to close their rural-urban population gap 

from 75 percent rural in 1970 to 55 percent rural in 1991. However, the Chinese 

continued to have a high and rising urban population share. Meanwhile, the shares of the 

Indian population in rural and urban areas were rather balanced 

 Finally, we analyze racial economic gaps by age group. Four cohort groups such 

as age group 19-24, 25-29, 30-34 and 35-40 are chosen. In doing the analysis, we observe 

wages received for these groups from 1970 census when their ages were 19 to 24, 25 to 

29, 30-34, and 35-40 to the 1991 census when their ages were 39-44, 45-49, 50-54 and 

55-60. Figures C.17 to C.20 show shares of the urban population for all cohorts age. All 

age groups show the same pattern where Malays had the lowest share and Chinese had 

the highest share in urban population. The share of Malays who lived in urban areas was 

very low in the beginning. However, they were able to balance the urban and rural 

population by 1991. There were about 50 percent Malays from age 19 to 34 who lived in 

urban areas in 1991. Meanwhile, by 1991, many Indians from all ages chose to live in 

urban areas, which increased the ratio of Indians‟ urban and rural populations close to 

70:30. The majority of Chinese remained to live in urban areas which accounted for 

about 70 to 80 percent of Chinese population for all age groups. Table 15 and table 18 

show the share of college degree for age group 19-24, 25-29, 30-34 and 35-40. The 

Chinese had the highest share of college degree holders before Malays were able to close 

the gap by 1991. In addition, the tables show that there was an improvement in college 

degree holder share for all ethnic groups. The big improvement can be seen in age group 

19-24 where all ethnics increased their share in 1970 from 2-4 percent to 9-12 percent in 

1991. It implies that age group 19-24 benefited in education through the NEP. Age group 

35-40 had the smallest increment in college degree holder share. It could be because 

education targets were more emphasized for the young generation. Figures C.25 to C.28 

show the share of professional occupation for all ethnics in all age groups. In 1970, the 

Chinese were overrepresented in all cohorts but by 1991 their shares went down to below 

1 except for cohort 35-40. Meanwhile, Malays were underrepresented in all age groups in 

1970 but in 1991 their share went up to above or close to 1. However, Indians remained 
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underrepresented in all age groups all the time. Furthermore, there were not much 

difference between the shares of Indians in the professional occupation before and after 

NEP except for cohort 19-24. Figures C.29 to C.32 show the share of business 

occupations for all ethnic groups for all cohorts. The Chinese were consistently 

overrepresented in the business occupations in all age groups. However, the Malays 

remain underrepresented with a very low share in all cohorts. Meanwhile, except for age 

19-24, Indians were overrepresented in the business occupations in all age groups in 1970 

but later on their share went down to below 1. Figures C.33 to C36 show the share of 

agriculture occupations for all ethnics in all cohorts. Surprisingly, Malays and Indians 

were always overrepresented in all age groups. However, Chinese were always 

underrepresented with a very low degree in the agriculture occupations in all age groups. 

Figures C.37 to C.340 show ethnic wage progress from 1966 to 1988 for age groups 19-

24, 25-29, 30-34 and 35-40. The tables show that all age groups had the same pattern 

except for age 19-24 where Chinese had the highest wage followed by Indians and 

Malays. For age group 25 to 30, there was a large wage gap between Chinese and Indians 

with Malays when they were at age 45 to 50 in 1988. On the other hand, for age group 30 

to 35, the largest gap was between Chinese with Indians and Malays when they were at 

age 50 to 55 in 1988. For age group 19-24, there was a big gap between wages at 1966 

and wages at 1977 and 1988. For age group 35-40, there was no wage information 

available when they were at age 55-60 in 1988. This could be because people in this age 

group already exited or retired from jobs. 

 

3.4 Methodology 

3.4.1 The concept of labor market discrimination 

 Labor market discrimination is defined as a situation in which workers who are 

equally productive are treated unequally due to observable characteristics such as gender, 

race and religion (Altonji and Blank, 1999). “Unequal” refers to when workers receive 
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different wages or face different demand for their services at a given wage. Let the wage 

Y be equal to 

    Y = βX + αZ + ԑ     (2) 

where X is a vector of exogenous productivity characteristics which are observable by 

firms. β is the vector of observable characteristics coefficient. Z is an indicator variable 

for membership in a minority group. Let‟s assume βX fully captures the set of productive 

characteristics and their returns. Let‟s assume Z is uncorrelated with ԑ. Therefore, 

discrimination exists when α < 0. 

Cain (1986) explained the problems of using the definition of “equally productive”. First, 

„productivity‟ may directly correlate with Z. For instance, in the entertainment industry 

where physical beauty is rewarded, customers prefer to watch white actresses or 

handsome newscasters. This beauty could be part of productivity or a source of labor 

market discrimination against other racial groups or less handsome people in this case. 

Furthermore, the exogeneity of production technology which determines β could also be 

questionable. To illustrate, the fire fighting industry and military system experienced 

changes in technology that altered the effects of physical strength on productivity and 

increased average productivity of women relative to men. Next, the productivity 

characteristics of X’s could also be endogenous. That is the productivity characteristics of 

X’s among the minority group could also be reduced due to pre-labor market 

discrimination. For example, a lower education attainment among the minority group 

could be due to discrimination in housing allocation and schooling access in the past. In 

addition, X could also be influenced by current labor market discrimination. To illustrate, 

minority groups are very unlikely to invest in human capital or skills needed for a 

particular profession if they believe that their chance to be employed in the profession is 

small. 

All of these issues discussed are difficult to examine directly. Although these issues may 

not be perfectly relevant in this paper, it is still possible to have a case of α < 0 in which 
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there exists discrimination in the labor market. This is because the decomposition 

technique used to measure discrimination only estimates direct labor market 

discrimination. In fact, the „unexplained‟ (discrimination) part in the decomposition 

analysis may also be affected by various other factors such as socio-cultural background, 

law, and labor market structure. Conditioning on the observed characteristics, the wage 

differential may not be solely attributed to ethnicity. It could be the case that the 

differences in characteristics that are due to social discrimination are not measured
33

. 

3.4.2 Crowding theory 

According to crowding theory, a minority group is restricted to a limited subset of 

occupations due to discrimination in employment. Thus, the overall wage of a minority 

group in this subset of occupations is lowered due to an excess labor supply of minority 

group (Bergman, 1977 & 1986). On the other hand, the wage for occupations that are 

being restricted against minority access is raised due to a lower labor supply in these 

occupations.  

Julianne Malveaux (1990) brought an example of crowding theory for the case between 

African American women and white women. She suggests that crowding 

disproportionately hurts African American women relative to white women because 

African American women are crowded into fewer and lower-paying occupations. 

Meanwhile, white women tend to work in better paying occupations and distributed 

across more occupation groups which make less crowded. 

3.4.3 Occupation segregation 

Occupation segregation refers to a concentration of ethnic groups in different kinds of 

jobs. Perfect segregation occurs when occupation and group membership correspond 

                                                 
33

 The major sources of labor market discrimination are following. Besides taste driven discrimination 

from the employer part, it could also exist because of fellow worker or consumer taste for discrimination 

(Becker, 1971). In addition, it could also be monopsony (Ransom and Oaxaca, 2010). Further, it could be 

statistical discrimination (Phelps, 1972). See Baldwin et al. (2001) for hierarchical discrimination. 
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perfectly. That is, no job is populated by more than one ethnic. On the other hand, perfect 

integration occurs when each ethnic holds the same proportion of positions in an 

occupation as it holds in the labor force.  

The Duncan Dissimilarity Index (Duncan, 1955) is employed to measure the degree to 

which ethnic groups are segregated into all job categories
34

. Basically, the Duncan 

Dissimilarity Index calculates what percentage of the ethnic groups (ethnic one or ethnic 

two) would have to change occupations in order for employment to be identical by 

ethnicity in all occupations given the representation of ethnic one and ethnic two in the 

labor market. Therefore, the Duncan Dissimilarity Index is calculated as follows: 

    
 

 
∑ |        | 
                   (3) 

 j ≠ k 

          N  = Number of  occupation choices 

          Oij = Percentage of ethnic group j in occupation i over total ethnic j in employment 

 In addition, we will propose a method of Adjusted Duncan Dissimilarity Index 

(ADDI) to measure how much the dissimilarity is affected by counterfactual changes in 

the parameters of an occupational choice model. Thus, the first counterfactual analysis is 

consists of calculating the difference in predicted probability from a multinomial logit 

model of occupational choice between two ethnic groups before the policy by substituting 

the pre policy β parameter vector with the post policy parameter vector. In particular, the 

Adjusted Duncan Dissimilarity Index (ADDI) calculates how much difference in the 

predicted probability before the policy is if two ethnic groups are given more favorable 

weights. The procedures are as follows. First, we run a separate multinomial logit 

regression of occupational choices for each ethnic group. Second, we calculate a 

                                                 
34

 Job categories are self-employed professional, professional employee, self-employed business and 

commerce, business and commerce employee, self-employed agriculture, agriculture employee, clerical 

administration workers, factory and industry workers, self-employed others and others employee. 
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predicted probability in each occupational choice category separately for ethnic Malays, 

Chinese and Indians. Then, ADDI is constructed as following 
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Where 

 ̅   
  = Predicted probability (from multinomial logit) of ethnic group j in occupation i 

before policy (t=0) by substituting β parameter after policy (t=1) . 

 ̅   
 = Predicted probability (from multinomial logit) of ethnic group k in occupation i 

before policy (t=0) by substituting β parameter after policy (t=1) . 

The next counterfactual analysis is proceeds by calculating a difference in predicted 

probability of occupational choice between two ethnic groups after the policy by 

substituting the β parameter vector with the parameter vector before the policy. In 

particular, the Adjusted Duncan Dissimilarity Index II (ADDI II) calculates how much 

difference exists in the predicted probability after the policy if both ethnic groups had less 

favorable weights. ADDI II is constructed as following; 
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 ̅   
  = Predicted probability (from multinomial logit) of ethnic group j in occupation i 

after policy (t=1) by substituting the β parameters before policy (t=0). 

 ̅   
 = Predicted probability (from multinomial logit) of ethnic group k in occupation i 

after policy (t=1) by substituting β parameters before policy (t=0). 

In this paper, we will calculate DDI and ADDI for Malays vs Chinese, Malays vs Indians 

and Chinese vs Indians across all occupational groups. Perfect segregation will be 

obtained when DDI = 1 while perfect integration is the case when DDI = 0.  

3.4.4 Econometric analysis of wage differential 

 In standard Oaxaca Decomposition analysis (Oaxaca, 1973), the decomposition 

will be sensitive to whichever group is assumed to be the norm. This is standard path-

dependence issue and typically in labor market applications the reference group is taken 

to be those with the higher wage. However, in our application here, we need to estimate 

the wage differentials between three groups. From the statistics shown, the average wage 

received by the three ethnic groups is structured in a ranking form lead by Chinese and 

followed by Indians and Malays. It is clear that the Chinese were the dominant group. 

But  the detailed wage statistics show  that there was no dominant group between Malays 

and Indians. Besides that, a standard Oaxaca Decomposition is not used because in our 

case we are not sure if there was discrimination of Chinese against Indians in the labor 

market. This is because the lower wage received by Indians could be due only to 

observable characteristics. Indians who were also immigrants were given less attention in 

the NEP similar to Chinese. Therefore, there was no clear reason why Chinese should 

discriminate against Indians too since they were two groups who received less attention 

in the economic policy. On the other hand, the discrimination of Chinese against Malays 

was clear as a part of a response to the NEP which provided a lot of benefit to Malays.  

 Thus, to estimate the wage differential between these three groups, we employed 

a Generalized Oaxaca Decomposition (Oaxaca and Ransom, 1994) which use the vector 
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of returns obtained from the pooled sample of all workers. To begin with, we run a 

pooled regression of wages on all workers‟ observable characteristics as following 

Wi
*

 = α
*
 + β

*
Xi

*
 + ԑi

*
      (4) 

where Wi is the wage received by individual i and Xi describes all observable 

characteristics of individual i such as age, education, and urban status. β
*

 represents the 

parameter vector  from pooled regression. Next, we run separate wage equations for all 

three ethnics: 

   Wi
M

 = α
M

 + β
M

Xi
M

 + ԑi
M

     (5) 

   Wi
C

 = α
C
 + β

C
Xi

C
 + ԑi

C
      (6) 

   Wi
I
 = α

I
 +  β

I
Xi

I    
+ ԑi 

I
     (7) 

where (5), (6) and (7) represent wage equations for Malays, Chinese and Indians. Finally, 

we estimate a Generalized Oaxaca Decomposition between each pair of  ethnic groups. 

First, we estimate a Generalized Wage Decomposition between Malays and Chinese as 

following 

 M    C    M  ̂M    ̂
*    C  ̂

*  ̂C    M   C  ̂
* 
   (8) 

Secondly, we estimate a Generalized Wage Decomposition between Malays and Indians 

as following 

  M    I    M  ̂M    ̂
*    I  ̂

*  ̂I    M   I  ̂
* 
   (9)  

Lastly, we estimate a Generalized Wage Decomposition between Indians and Chinese as 

following 

  I    C    I  ̂I    ̂
*    C  ̂

*  ̂C    I   C  ̂
* 
   (10) 
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3.5 Result 

 

Table C.55 reports the Duncan Dissimilarity Index (DDI) between Malay-

Chinese, Malay-Indian, and Indian-Chinese before (t=0) and after (t=1) policy. The 

results show that DDI after the policy decreased for all three cases. The degree of 

occupational segregation decreased by about 15% between Malays and Indians, followed 

by Malays and Chinese with 7% and Chinese and Indian by 3%. It implies that NEP 

apparently succeeded in reducing occupational segregation between ethnic Malays and 

the other groups. 

 Next the paper runs a counterfactual analysis of the dissimilarity index before the 

policy by calculating the difference in predicted probability from multinomial logit of 

occupational choice between pairs of ethnic groups before the policy by substituting the 

pre-policy β parameter with the post-policy parameter. Table C.56 shows the Duncan 

Dissimilarity Index (DDI) and the Adjusted Duncan Dissimilarity Index (ADDI) for all 

three cases before the policy (t=0). The results indicate that ADDI has lowered the 

dissimilarity index relative to the DDI in all three cases. That is if individuals before the 

policy were faced with the post-policy estimated parameters (ADDI), it would have 

actually decreased occupational segregation. Thus, it implies that the NEP was successful 

in reducing dissimilarity between ethnic groups by achieving better and more equal 

parameter weights to individuals. 

 In addition, the paper also runs a counterfactual analysis for the post-policy 

dissimilarity index by calculating the difference in predicted probability from the 

multinomial logit model of occupational choice between two ethnic groups after the 

policy by substituting the post-policy β parameters with the pre-policy parameters. Table 

C.57 shows the Duncan Dissimilarity Index (DDI) and the Adjusted Duncan 

Dissimilarity Index II (ADDI II) for all three cases after the policy. The result shows that, 

ADDI II has lowered the dissimilarity index for all three cases.  That is if individuals 
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after policy faced the individuals‟ estimated parameters before the policy (ADDI II), it 

would have actually increased ethnic occupational segregation. Thus, it implies that the 

pre-policy weights were less favorable for occupational parity, leading to a higher 

dissimilarity index. 

 The paper also compares the dissimilarity index before the policy with the 

Adjusted Duncan Dissimilarity Index II (ADDI II). In particular it compares the 

difference in the dissimilarity index when individual post policy characteristics are 

weighted by the pre-policy estimated parameters. . This comparison is important to 

determine whether the decrease or increase in dissimilarity index is due to the effect of 

the policy (change in parameters) or the change in characteristics after the policy.   Table 

C.58 shows the Duncan Dissimilarity Index (DDI) and the Adjusted Duncan 

Dissimilarity Index II (ADDI II) for all three cases before the policy (t=0). It shows that 

ADDI II is higher than DDI before the policy for all three cases. Thus, if the individuals 

before the policy had the post policy individuals‟ characteristics, segregation would 

actually have been higher. Therefore, if there is no economic policy being introduced and 

the difference in parameters between ethnic groups in 1970 remained the same until 

1990, the change in individual characteristics would increase occupational segregation  

 Table C.59 shows the Duncan Dissimilarity Index (DDI) and the Adjusted 

Duncan Dissimilarity Index I (ADDI I) for all three cases after the policy (t=0). It shows 

that ADDI I is higher than DDI after the policy for occupational segregation between 

Malays and Chinese and between Malays and Indians. It shows that if the individuals 

after policy possessed the pre-policy individual characteristics, it would actually increase 

occupational segregation. It implies that there is an improvement in individuals‟ 

characteristics along with the effect of the policy in reducing occupational segregation 

between ethnic groups after the policy. 

  Table C.61 reports the results from the generalized Oaxaca wage decomposition 

by occupation between Malays and Indians before and after NEP. Both groups 

experienced an increase in their wages. The overall wage gap increased significantly after 
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NEP. However, there are mixed results in the wage gaps by occupation. The increment in 

wages for Malay by 1990 enabled them to close the gap with Indians. Although among 

industry employees, the wage gap increases a little by about RM30. Malays were able to 

catch up to the wages of Indians in the professional employee and agricultural employee 

occupations. In fact, Malays had about RM63 higher wages on average among 

professional employees. Both the explained and the unexplained gaps had important 

contributions in the wage decomposition except in the industry employee occupations. In 

the industry employee occupational category, the explained gap had a very high 

contribution that widened the gap. While the other occupations had both contribution of 

explained and unexplained differences that closed and widened the gap, the explained 

and unexplained gap in the agriculture employee occupation contributed to a widening of 

the difference. The mixed results imply that Indians (Malays) had better performance 

than Malays (Indians) in specific occupations. The absence of wage gap analysis in the 

self-employed professional, self-employed business, business employee, and self-

employed agriculture occupations is due to very small numbers of observations of Indians 

in these types of occupations. This shows that Indians focused less on self-employment. 

 Table C.62 reports the results of the generalized Oaxaca wage decomposition by 

occupation between Chinese and Indians before and after NEP. Although the wage for 

both groups had increased by 1990, the wages of Chinese increased proportionately more 

overall and in every occupation type. The increment in the overall wage gap, and among 

professional employees and agricultural employees is more than 100 percent. The wage 

decomposition after the policy shows that the unexplained gap dominated the 

contribution to a large wage difference overall and for every occupation. It suggests that 

there are unobserved characteristics of Indians and Chinese that contributed to a large 

wage difference between them. Thus, the difference in observable characteristics such as 

education level, experience, and language spoken between Indians and Chinese do not 

have a major impact on the difference in their wages. This makes sense from the 

perspective of all languages spoken because in general every Indian and Chinese know at 
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least two languages such as their mother tongue languages of Tamil and Mandarin and 

the official language of Bahasa Malaysia. 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

 

This paper analyzes an economic gap between three major ethnic groups in 

Malaysia before and after New Economic Policy (NEP). Specifically, this paper estimates 

occupational segregation across ethnic groups and wage differentials between ethnic 

Malays, Chinese, and Indians. To measure the extent of occupational segregation, the 

study employed a Duncan Dissimilarity Index (DDI).  Additionally, the paper ran a 

robustness check on occupation by adjusting the DDI to two different specifications. The 

first “Adjusted” Duncan Dissimilarity Index (ADDI) calculates a difference in predicted 

probabilities from a multinomial logit regression of occupational choices between pairs 

of ethnic groups before the policy by substituting pre-policy β parameter with post-policy 

parameters. Meanwhile, the second ADDI II calculates a difference in predicted 

probability from a multinomial logit regression of occupational choices between pairs of  

ethnic groups after the policy by substituting the post-policy β parameter with the pre-

policy estimated parameters. The paper calculates a DDI between ethnic Malays and 

Chinese, a DDI between ethnic Malays and Indians, a DDI between ethnic Indians and 

Chinese before and after NEP. Next, in order to estimate a wage differential between two 

ethnic groups, the paper employed a generalized Oaxaca wage decomposition. This study 

estimates the Oaxaca wage decomposition between ethnic Malays and ethnic Chinese, a 

Oaxaca wage decomposition between ethnic Malays and ethnic Indians, and a Oaxaca 

wage decomposition between ethnic Indians and ethnic Chinese before and after the 

policy. 

 Through the analysis, the study finds that the NEP failed to lower wage gaps 

between all ethnics. The wage gap between Malays and Chinese and between Indians and 
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Chinese rose after the NEP. However, the wage gap between ethnic Malays and ethnic 

Indians was reduced in some specific occupations. Although the overall wage gap 

between Malays and Indians increased, Malays were able to compete with Indians by 

raising their wages in specific occupation such as professional employee and agriculture 

employee. Besides that, the results also show that ethnic Chinese remained a dominant 

economic power in Malaysian‟s economy. Their wages continued to rise and brought up 

a broader gap with other ethnic groups. In fact, they remained as the recipients of the 

highest wage received overall and in every occupation while the second and third 

rankings keep changing between Malays and Indians according to type of occupation. 

Although NEP failed to lower ethnic wage gaps, it at least managed to reduce 

occupational segregation. There was more integration between all ethnic groups in the 

occupation distribution after the policy. As occupational segregation was one of the main 

issues in 1960, the NEP‟s goal to eliminate an identification of ethnic by occupation was 

at least being achieved through a decrease in occupational segregation among the three 

major races in Malaysia.   
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APPENDIX A: TABLES AND FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 1 

 

Table A.1 : First Stage for Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and 

Ratio of Non-production Labor Wage and Return to Capital (CES:Railroad Industry) 

 

 

Table A.2 : First Stage for Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and 

Ratio of Production Labor Wage and Return to Capital (CES:Railroad Industry) 

 

 

Table A.3 : First Stage for Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and 

Ratio of Production Labor Wage and Non-production Labor Wage (CES:Railroad 

Industry) 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     1.750696   .2413611     7.25   0.000     1.266587    2.234806
    lnWNPL_R    -.1482179   .0329993    -4.49   0.000    -.2144061   -.0820297
 other_union     .2326896   .1167574     1.99   0.051    -.0014962    .4668754
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons     1.637567   .2569691     6.37   0.000     1.122152    2.152982
     lnWPL_R    -.1324592   .0351519    -3.77   0.000     -.202965   -.0619535
 other_union      .215957   .1220028     1.77   0.082    -.0287497    .4606637
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons     .6851562   .0519694    13.18   0.000     .5809188    .7893935
  lnWPL_WNPL     .0492933   .0588681     0.84   0.406    -.0687812    .1673678
 other_union     .0813775    .130478     0.62   0.536    -.1803282    .3430833
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.4 : Seemingly Unrelated Nonlinear 2SLS Regressions of Inverse Non-production 

Labor Demand, Inverse Production Labor Demand, and Inverse Non Production Labor 

Demand over Production Labor Demand (CES:Railroad Industry) 

        Coefficient      z      

alpha_one                 4.35e-07 8.54   

alpha_two               5.54e-07 8.04            

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                 -.1024401           -110.3       

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                 -.5104867           -107.9    

rho_one Inverse Production Labor and Capital               -.2507639            -53.04  

rho_two Inverse Production Labor and Capital               -.3407568            -8.857   

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor           1.085331           4.871   

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor           -.4541219             -5.086      

 

Table A.5: Mean Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and Capital, 

and between Production Labor and Capital (CES:Railroad Industry)

 

Table A.6 : First Stage Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and Ratio 

of Non-production Labor Wage and Return to Capital, and Ratio of Production Labor 

Wage and Return to Capital (Translog:Railroad Industry) 

 

 

                                                              
   elasNPL_R     .6259073   .0013405      .6232208    .6285937
                                                              
                     Mean   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                              

                                                              
    elasPL_R      .609463   .0008689      .6077216    .6112044
                                                              
                     Mean   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons     1.812173   .2592993     6.99   0.000     1.291851    2.332495
     logPL_R    -.0364791   .0542925    -0.67   0.505    -.1454249    .0724667
    logNPL_R    -.1202849   .0531853    -2.26   0.028    -.2270089   -.0135608
 other_union     .2412565   .1180569     2.04   0.046     .0043579    .4781551
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.7 : Seemingly Unrelated 2SLS Regressions of Cost Share Non-production 

Labor, and Cost Share of Production Labor (Translog:Railroad Industry) 

 

 

Table A.8: Mean Derivative of Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production 

Labor and Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Translog:Railroad 

Industry) 

      Mean Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

Derivative ElasNPL_R    -1425.92 634.8675  -2698.22-153.613 

Derivative ElasPL_R    -455.299 206.0603  -868.254-42.3456 

 

 

Table A.9: Mean Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and 

Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Translog:Railroad Industry) 

    Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

ElasNPL_R   -17.6626 3.206299  -24.08817 -11.23703   

ElasPL_R         -5.61783 1.026576  -7.675132 -3.560525 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -8.505907   1.177813    -7.22   0.000    -10.81438   -6.197435
      punion     2.650561      .6485     4.09   0.000     1.379525    3.921598
     logPL_R      .533711    .073273     7.28   0.000     .3900986    .6773234
    logNPL_R     .3987571   .1000538     3.99   0.000     .2026553    .5948589
share_PL      
                                                                              
       _cons     -1.97015   .8729985    -2.26   0.024    -3.681196   -.2591042
      punion     .8160012   .4806699     1.70   0.090    -.1260945    1.758097
     logPL_R    -.0874918   .0543101    -1.61   0.107    -.1939377    .0189541
    logNPL_R     .3072593   .0741601     4.14   0.000     .1619081    .4526105
share_NPL     
                                                                              
                    Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.10 : First Stage for Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and 

Ratio of Non-production Labor Wage and Return to Capital (CES:Postal Service 

Industry) 

 

 

Table A.11 : First Stage for Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and 

Ratio of Production Labor Wage and Return to Capital (CES:Postal Service Industry) 

 

 

Table A.12 : First Stage for Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and 

Ratio of Production Labor Wage and Non-production Labor Wage (CES: Postal Service 

Industry) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     2.876972   .3560433     8.08   0.000      2.16284    3.591105
    lnWNPL_R    -.3123863   .0387738    -8.06   0.000    -.3901568   -.2346158
 other_union     .7012644   .4936227     1.42   0.161    -.2888172    1.691346
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons     3.191644   .3693148     8.64   0.000     2.450892    3.932395
     lnWPL_R    -.3322183   .0387606    -8.57   0.000    -.4099621   -.2544744
 other_union     .2220796   .4859908     0.46   0.650    -.7526945    1.196854
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons     .3462053   .2542108     1.36   0.179    -.1636769    .8560875
  lnWPL_WNPL     .0059209   .0879612     0.07   0.947    -.1705069    .1823487
 other_union     1.172222    .740794     1.58   0.120    -.3136223    2.658067
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.13 : Seemingly Unrelated Nonlinear 2SLS Regressions of Inverse Non-

production Labor Demand, Inverse Production Labor Demand, and Inverse Non 

Production Labor Demand over Production Labor Demand (CES: Postal Service 

Industry) 

        Coefficient       z         

alpha_one                 2.00e-07               13.47      

alpha_two                9.61e-06               10.58            

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                          -.8708147                -50.21          

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                .491533                  20.48        

rho_one Inverse Production Labor and Capital                 -.7720673              -13.47  

rho_two Inverse Production Labor and Capital                 .5554967                 40.10       

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor             -1.369717               -6.409       

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor             -.8703636               -56.99            

 

Table A.14: Mean Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and Capital, 

and between Production Labor and Capital (CES: Postal Service Industry) 

 

 

Table A.15 : First Stage Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and Ratio 

of Non-production Labor Wage and Return to Capital, and Ratio of Production Labor 

Wage and Return to Capital (Translog: Postal Service Industry) 

 

                                                              
   elasNPL_R     .6048859   .0018489      .6011806    .6085911
                                                              
                     Mean   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                              

                                                              
    elasPL_R     .7004522   .0024195      .6956033    .7053011
                                                              
                     Mean   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons     3.387428   .3530683     9.59   0.000     2.678945    4.095911
     logPL_R    -.2042628    .057526    -3.55   0.001    -.3196972   -.0888284
    logNPL_R    -.1594862   .0555656    -2.87   0.006    -.2709867   -.0479857
 other_union     .3485899   .4579842     0.76   0.450    -.5704226    1.267602
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.16 : Seemingly Unrelated 2SLS Regressions of Cost Share Non-production 

Labor, and Cost Share of Production Labor (Translog: Postal Service Industry) 

 

 

Table A.17: Mean Derivative of Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production 

Labor and Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Translog: Postal Service 

Industry) 

      Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

Derivative ElasNPL_R    5.879725 0.6317896  4.613591 7.14586 

Derivative ElasPL_R    5.794972 1.021077  3.748688 7.84126 

 

 

Table A.18: Mean Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and 

Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Translog: Postal Service Industry) 

    Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

ElasNPL_R   0.492744 0.0233766  0.4458963 0.5395917 

ElasPL_R      0.592932 0.0249139  0.5430031 0.6428604 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -21.09262   6.690234    -3.15   0.002    -34.20524   -7.980004
      punion     4.807093   1.882085     2.55   0.011     1.118274    8.495912
     logPL_R     1.494766    .410276     3.64   0.000     .6906395    2.298892
    logNPL_R     .8749333   .3030462     2.89   0.004     .2809737    1.468893
share_PL      
                                                                              
       _cons     -9.85623   4.315052    -2.28   0.022    -18.31358   -1.398883
      punion     2.605103   1.213903     2.15   0.032     .2258971     4.98431
     logPL_R       .45234   .2646189     1.71   0.087    -.0663035    .9709835
    logNPL_R     .6276625   .1954581     3.21   0.001     .2445716    1.010753
share_NPL     
                                                                              
                    Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.19 : First Stage for Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and 

Ratio of Non-production Labor Wage and Return to Capital (CES:Air Transportation 

Industry) 

 

 

Table A.20 : First Stage for Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and 

Ratio of Production Labor Wage and Return to Capital (CES: Air Transportation 

Industry) 

 

 

Table A.21 : First Stage for Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and 

Ratio of Production Labor Wage and Non-production Labor Wage (CES: Air 

Transportation Industry) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -2.061865    .463504    -4.45   0.000    -2.991536   -1.132194
    lnWNPL_R     .2797261   .0501853     5.57   0.000     .1790671    .3803852
 other_union     .5208085   .1919655     2.71   0.009     .1357746    .9058425
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons    -2.082746   .4328654    -4.81   0.000    -2.950964   -1.214528
     lnWPL_R     .2881785   .0477473     6.04   0.000     .1924095    .3839475
 other_union     .4607232   .1797053     2.56   0.013     .1002799    .8211665
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons     .4402685   .1528231     2.88   0.006     .1337442    .7467927
  lnWPL_WNPL     .0417119   .0921346     0.45   0.653    -.1430867    .2265104
 other_union    -.0058095   .2128106    -0.03   0.978    -.4326535    .4210344
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.22 : Seemingly Unrelated Nonlinear 2SLS Regressions of Inverse Non-

production Labor Demand, Inverse Production Labor Demand, and Inverse Non 

Production Labor Demand over Production Labor Demand (CES: Air Transportation 

Industry) 

        Coefficient         z     

alpha_one                 5.74e-07                   10.64  

alpha_two                 8.47e-07                   9.95             

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                -.243918                  -138.9         

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                 -.485339                  -63.10       

rho_one Inverse Production Labor and Capital                 -.255411                  -10.69     

rho_two Inverse Production Labor and Capital                 -.503636                  -66.39      

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor            -.969476                  -7.255       

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor           2.847813                   11.45           

Table A.23: Mean Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and Capital, 

and between Production Labor and Capital (CES: Air Transportation Industry) 

 

 

Table A.24 : First Stage Regression of Union Density on Instrumental Variable and Ratio 

of Non-production Labor Wage and Return to Capital, and Ratio of Production Labor 

Wage and Return to Capital (Translog: Air Transportation Industry) 

 

 

                                                              
   elasNPL_R     .6048859   .0018489      .6011806    .6085911
                                                              
                     Mean   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                              

                                                              
    elasPL_R     .7004522   .0024195      .6956033    .7053011
                                                              
                     Mean   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons    -2.388196   .4586987    -5.21   0.000    -3.308642    -1.46775
     logPL_R     .1887124   .0734212     2.57   0.013     .0413819    .3360429
    logNPL_R     .1316128   .0748221     1.76   0.084    -.0185288    .2817544
 other_union     .5461013    .182818     2.99   0.004     .1792501    .9129525
                                                                              
       union        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.25 : Seemingly Unrelated 2SLS Regressions of Cost Share Non-production 

Labor, and Cost Share of Production Labor (Translog: Air Transportation Industry) 

 

 

Table A.26: Mean Derivative of Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production 

Labor and Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Translog: Air 

Transportation Industry) 

      Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

Derivative ElasNPL_R       -17.6712 2.747245  -23.1768-12.16559 

Derivative ElasPL_R          -8.01359 1.029131  -10.0760-5.951164 

 

Table A.27: Mean Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and 

Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Translog: Air Transportation 

Industry) 

      Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

ElasNPL_R    -2.958179 0.194685  -3.348336 -2.568022 

ElasPL_R     -0.405976 0.063492  -0.533216 -0.278735 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -3.018821   .6401673    -4.72   0.000    -4.273526   -1.764117
      punion     .4961904   .3619023     1.37   0.170     -.213125    1.205506
     logPL_R     .3675673   .1018853     3.61   0.000     .1678758    .5672588
    logNPL_R     .0642989    .082253     0.78   0.434    -.0969141    .2255119
share_PL      
                                                                              
       _cons     .4531187   .4079077     1.11   0.267    -.3463656    1.252603
      punion     .6671513   .2306002     2.89   0.004     .2151832    1.119119
     logPL_R    -.2282023   .0649202    -3.52   0.000    -.3554435    -.100961
    logNPL_R     .1676493   .0524108     3.20   0.001     .0649261    .2703725
share_NPL     
                                                                              
                    Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.28 : Seemingly Unrelated Nonlinear 2SLS Regressions of Inverse Non-

production Labor Demand, Inverse Production Labor Demand, and Inverse Non 

Production Labor Demand over Production Labor Demand (Timeseries CES: Railroad 

Industry) 

        Coefficient      z     

alpha_one                 1.59e-11    0.02      

alpha_two                 1.17e-11    0.02             

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                 -.4897982         -0.43            

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                 -.428351             -1.52        

rho_one Inverse Production Labor and Capital                 -.5436939          -0.35  

rho_two Inverse Production Labor and Capital              -.4043099          -.89       

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor            9.733119    0.63   

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor            -19.13954    -1.45             

 

Table A.29: Mean Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and Capital, 

and between Production Labor and Capital (Timeseries CES: Railroad Industry) 

     Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

ElasNPL_R       0.45067 0.0008088  0.449048 0.4522902 

ElasPL_R          0.43445 0.0007357  0.432974 0.4359223 
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Table A.30 : First Difference Seemingly Unrelated 2SLS Regressions of Cost Share Non-

production Labor, and Cost Share of Production Labor (Timeseries Translog: Railroad 

Industry) 

 

Table A.31: Mean Derivative of Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production 

Labor and Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Timeseries Translog: 

Railroad Industry) 

      Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

Derivative ElasNPL_R       -0.248388 0.0038861  -0.2561755 -0.240599 

Derivative ElasPL_R            1.31719 0.0274631   1.262153  1.372227  

 

 

Table A.32: Mean Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and 

Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Timeseries Translog: Railroad 

Industry) 

  Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

ElasNPL_R     1.381389 0.0038559  1.373662 1.389117 

ElasPL_R                1.223286 0.0024474  1.218382 1.228191 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     .0021008   .0026691     0.79   0.431    -.0031306    .0073322
     Dpunion    -.4163359    .755033    -0.55   0.581    -1.896173    1.063502
    DlogPL_R     .2034818   .0423203     4.81   0.000     .1205355     .286428
   DlogNPL_R    -.2376728   .0938884    -2.53   0.011    -.4216907    -.053655
Dshare_PL     
                                                                              
       _cons    -.0008579   .0021399    -0.40   0.688    -.0050519    .0033362
     Dpunion     .5174982   .6053135     0.85   0.393    -.6688945    1.703891
    DlogPL_R    -.0938911   .0339284    -2.77   0.006    -.1603895   -.0273927
   DlogNPL_R     .2864841   .0752707     3.81   0.000     .1389561     .434012
Dshare_NPL    
                                                                              
                    Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.33 : Seemingly Unrelated Nonlinear 2SLS Regressions of Inverse Non-

production Labor Demand, Inverse Production Labor Demand, and Inverse Non 

Production Labor Demand over Production Labor Demand (Timeseries CES:Postal 

Service Industry) 

        Coef        z   

alpha_one               8.60e-12   0.01       

alpha_two                 4.69e-11   0.00                

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                 -.677199           -0.14             

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                 -.250490            -0.52        

rho_one Inverse Production Labor and Capital                               -.5634547         -0.03      

rho_two Inverse Production Labor and Capital                               -.2905468         -0.14       

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor           1.415762           0.05   

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor           -8.31134            -2.38             

 

 

Table A.34: Mean Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and Capital, 

and between Production Labor and Capital (Timeseries CES:Postal Service Industry) 

   Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

ElasNPL_R     0.421225 0.0006562  0.4199099 0.4225401 

ElasPL_R             0.458041 0.0008277  0.4563817 0.4596993 
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Table A.35 : First Difference Seemingly Unrelated 2SLS Regressions of Cost Share Non-

production Labor, and Cost Share of Production Labor (Timeseries Translog: Postal 

Service Industry) 

 

 

Table A.36: Mean Derivative of Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production 

Labor and Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Timeseries Translog: 

Postal Service Industry) 

      Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

Derivative ElasNPL_R     -0.011816 0.0000372  -0.0118906 -0.0117417  

Derivative ElasPL_R       -0.012865 0.0000453  -0.0129558 -0.0127742  

 

Table A.37: Mean Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and 

Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Timeseries Translog: Postal Service 

Industry) 

 

            Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

ElasNPL_R           1.025333  0.0000532  1.025226 1.02544 

ElasPL_R              1.023543  0.0000507  1.023441 1.02364 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     .0021976   .0026743     0.82   0.411    -.0030438    .0074391
     Dpunion     .7714033    1.53005     0.50   0.614     -2.22744    3.770247
    DlogPL_R     .3708014   .3149484     1.18   0.239    -.2464861     .988089
   DlogNPL_R     -.065515   .2460526    -0.27   0.790    -.5477692    .4167393
Dshare_PL     
                                                                              
       _cons    -.0007618   .0021592    -0.35   0.724    -.0049938    .0034703
     Dpunion     .4823432    1.23538     0.39   0.696    -1.938957    2.903644
    DlogPL_R    -.0083926    .254293    -0.03   0.974    -.5067976    .4900125
   DlogNPL_R     .3018599   .1986657     1.52   0.129    -.0875177    .6912375
Dshare_NPL    
                                                                              
                    Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table A.38 : Seemingly Unrelated Nonlinear 2SLS Regressions of Inverse Non-

production Labor Demand, Inverse Production Labor Demand, and Inverse Non 

Production Labor Demand over Production Labor Demand (Timeseries CES:Air 

Transportation Industry) 

        Coefficient         z         

alpha_one                  1.01e-11       0.02      

alpha_two                1.38e-11       0.01              

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                              -.7989431            -0.49            

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Capital                 -.1243204              -0.64    

rho_one Inverse Production Labor and Capital               -.7942211             -0.33      

rho_two Inverse Production Labor and Capital                -.0500875                 -0.18   

rho_one Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor            4.673145                   0.17       

rho_two Inverse Non-Production Labor and Production Labor            -16.5944                    -0.36            

 

Table A.39: Mean Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and Capital, 

and between Production Labor and Capital (Timeseries CES: Air Transportation 

Industry) 

      Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

ElasNPL_R        0.4260757 0.0003393  0.4253975 0.4267557 

ElasPL_R           0.4421704 0.000142  0.4418858 0.442455 
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Table A.40 : First Difference Seemingly Unrelated 2SLS Regressions of Cost Share Non-

production Labor, and Cost Share of Production Labor (Timeseries Translog: Air 

Transportation Industry) 

 

 

Table A.41: Mean Derivative of Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production 

Labor and Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Timeseries Translog: Air 

Industry) 

      Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

Derivative ElasNPL_R         0.050003 0.0014686  0.0470601 0.0529464  

Derivative ElasPL_R         -1177.028 1085.261            -3351.94 997.8844  

 

Table A.42: Mean Allen Elasticity of Substitution between Non-production Labor and 

Capital, and between Production Labor and Capital (Timeseries Translog: Air 

Transportation Industry) 

   Mean  Standard Error  [95% Conf. Interval] 

ElasNPL_R     0.8971596 0.0006679  0.8958212 0.8984981 

ElasPL_R       -0.3613339 1.238869              -2.844083 2.121415 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     .0022193   .0027044     0.82   0.412    -.0030812    .0075197
     Dpunion     .0920559   .3427722     0.27   0.788    -.5797653    .7638771
    DlogPL_R     .1962539    .074995     2.62   0.009     .0492664    .3432413
   DlogNPL_R    -.2008685   .0533125    -3.77   0.000    -.3053591    -.096378
Dshare_PL     
                                                                              
       _cons    -.0005353   .0021533    -0.25   0.804    -.0047556    .0036851
     Dpunion     .3062834   .2729232     1.12   0.262    -.2286362    .8412031
    DlogPL_R    -.1651114   .0597127    -2.77   0.006    -.2821462   -.0480766
   DlogNPL_R     .1860945   .0424486     4.38   0.000     .1028967    .2692923
Dshare_NPL    
                                                                              
                    Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Figure A.1 : Union Membership Density in All Industries (Q1:1983 – Q1:2010) 
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APPENDIX B: TABLES AND FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 2 

 

Table B.43: Online Job Search from 1998 – 2003 

 

Source:  Current Population Survey, Computer and Internet Use Supplement December 1998, 

September 2001 and October 2003 
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Figure B.44 : Price for Posting Job Online 
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Table B.45 : Summary Statistics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  stateshare        5856    .4602558    .0697855   .2912896   .6182153
    unemploy        5856    5.372951    1.075544        2.8        8.1
  total_surf        5856    .9515027    .9469468          0          3
                                                                      
   total_ijs        5856    1.010075     1.52376          0          4
shareinter~t        5856    .4727759    .0820852   .0743879   .7116564
     non_ijs        5856    1.286544    1.248136          0          5
  postresume        5856    .1774249    .3820605          0          1
    research        5856    .2617828    .4396425          0          1
                                                                      
  sentresume        5856    .2308743    .4214282          0          1
  readonline        5856    .3399932    .4737469          0          1
         ijs        5856    .3562158     .478921          0          1
  publicsurf        5856    .0901639    .2864409          0          1
 outsidesurf        5856     .389515     .487682          0          1
                                                                      
    homesurf        5856    .4718238    .4992481          0          1
   highspeed        5856    .1605191    .3671182          0          1
    computer        5856    .6285861    .4832241          0          1
   reentrant        5856    1.076673    .2660954          1          2
 joblosstype        5856    .7137978    .6876146          0          2
                                                                      
    activity        5856    1.873292    1.205735          1          4
  lookeffort        5856    .9950478    .0702033          0          1
         edu        5856    39.28227    2.605597         31         46
      gender        5856    .5039276    .5000273          0          1
    marriage        5856    .3514344    .4774591          0          1
                                                                      
         age        5856    34.52732    13.95541         15         84
     msasize        5856    3.523224    2.409944          0          7
        city        5856    .6427596    .4792274          0          1
      county        5856    1434.646     2444.48          0       9340
         msa        5856    3451.052    2939.412          1       9360
                                                                      
       state        5856    27.76315    15.73685          1         56
    total_hh        5856    3.297814    1.685757          1         15
    incomefm        5856     7.33248    4.884694          0         16
hastelephone        5856    .9245219    .2641839          0          1
    emp_prob        5856    .6535178    .4758897          0          1
                                                                      
    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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Variable Definition 

emp_prob= employment probability 

incomefm= family income  

total_hh= total household  

msasize= msa size   

lookeffort= dichotomous variable make effor to look for job 

joblosstype= type of job loss    

reentrant= dichotomous variable of new entrant to labor market 

computer= has computer at home  

highspeed= has high speed internet at home 

homesurf= surf internet home   

outsidesurf= surf internet somewhere else’s house  

publicsurf= surf internet in public area   

ijs= dichotomous variable for internet job search 

readonline= dichotomous variable for read job posting online      

sentresume= dichotomous variable for sent a resume to an employer online 

research= dichotomous variable for research information about potential employer 

online 

postresume= dichotomous variable for post a resume on a job search website 

non_ijs= dichotomous variable for not using internet job search 

shareinternet= internet penetration rate in the county level     

total_ijs= total internet job search activities       

total_surf= total surfing area from home, outside home and public area 

unemploy= state annual unemployment rate 
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stateshare= internet penetration rate in the state level 
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Table B.46: Probit Model for Who Use Internet Job Search (first column) and Who Use 

Internet (second column) 

                                             
N                    5856            5856   
                                            
                 (-13.58)        (-14.92)   
_cons              -7.461***       -5.557***

                  (11.19)                   
non_ijs             0.195***                

                   (9.80)                   
publicsurf          0.707***                

                  (15.85)                   
outsidesurf         0.720***                

                  (17.26)                   
homesurf            1.195***                

                  (-3.95)                   
reentrant          -0.363***                

                   (2.17)                   
joblosstype         0.100*                  

                  (-0.20)                   
activity         -0.00548                   

                   (1.43)                   
lookeffort          0.464                   

                  (-2.24)          (9.10)   
highspeed          -0.127*          0.625***

                  (-0.51)         (33.42)   
computer          -0.0381           1.525***

                  (14.68)         (15.36)   
edu                 0.151***        0.145***

                  (-0.41)         (-2.24)   
gender            -0.0172         -0.0902*  

                   (1.45)         (-0.97)   
marriage           0.0734         -0.0474   

                  (-2.34)        (-14.14)   
age              -0.00456*        -0.0256***

                   (1.12)         (-2.57)   
msasize            0.0169         -0.0381*  

                   (1.77)          (1.97)   
city                0.134           0.149*  

                  (-0.01)          (0.51)   
county       -0.000000119      0.00000450   

                  (-1.98)          (1.72)   
state            -0.00271*        0.00226   

                  (-4.55)         (-7.46)   
total_hh          -0.0670***       -0.100***

                   (1.53)          (7.21)   
incomefm          0.00711          0.0325***

                  (-0.78)          (0.44)   
hastelephone      -0.0715          0.0347   
                                            
                      ijs            surf   
                      (1)             (2)   
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* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
t statistics in parentheses
                                            
N                    5856            5856   
                                            
                 (-13.58)        (-14.92)   
_cons              -7.462***       -5.555***

                  (11.19)                   
non_ijs             0.195***                

                   (9.80)                   
publicsurf          0.707***                

                  (15.85)                   
outsidesurf         0.721***                

                  (17.25)                   
homesurf            1.195***                

                  (-3.95)                   
reentrant          -0.364***                

                   (2.17)                   
joblosstype         0.100*                  

                  (-0.21)                   
activity         -0.00554                   

                   (1.43)                   
lookeffort          0.465                   

                  (-2.25)          (9.10)   
highspeed          -0.127*          0.625***

                  (-0.51)         (33.41)   
computer          -0.0383           1.525***

                  (14.67)         (15.36)   
edu                 0.151***        0.145***

                  (-0.41)         (-2.24)   
gender            -0.0173         -0.0902*  

                   (1.45)         (-0.98)   
marriage           0.0736         -0.0476   

                  (-2.34)        (-14.14)   
age              -0.00456*        -0.0256***

                   (0.99)         (-2.35)   
msasize            0.0159         -0.0371*  

                   (1.77)          (1.97)   
city                0.134           0.149*  

                  (-0.08)          (0.55)   
county       -0.000000797      0.00000527   

                   (0.17)         (-0.19)   
msa            0.00000156     -0.00000177   

                  (-1.96)          (1.70)   
state            -0.00269*        0.00224   

                  (-4.55)         (-7.46)   
total_hh          -0.0670***       -0.100***

                   (1.53)          (7.21)   
incomefm          0.00712          0.0325***

                  (-0.78)          (0.45)   
hastelephone      -0.0715          0.0349   
                                            
                      ijs            surf   
                      (1)             (2)   
                                            

Table B.47: Marginal Effect of Probit Model for Who Use Internet Job Search (first 

column) and Who Use Internet (second column) 
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Table B.48: Cox Proportional Hazard Model of Unemployment Duration 

                                             
N                   11712           11712   
                                            
                                   (0.66)   
p_postresume                        0.765   

                                  (-0.50)   
p_sentresume                       -0.709   

                                  (-0.33)   
p_research                         -0.391   

                                   (1.14)   
p_readonline                        0.504   

                  (-2.32)         (-2.31)   
unemployrate      -0.0363*        -0.0363*  

                   (0.88)          (0.94)   
non_ijs            0.0119          0.0127   

                  (-3.75)         (-3.17)   
reentrant          -0.291***       -0.271** 

                  (-1.77)         (-1.80)   
activity          -0.0250         -0.0258   

                   (0.13)          (0.21)   
lookeffort         0.0328          0.0585   

                   (0.37)          (0.62)   
edu               0.00385         0.00766   

                   (0.52)          (0.81)   
gender             0.0172          0.0291   

                   (6.32)          (5.81)   
marriage            0.242***        0.243***

                   (1.31)          (1.54)   
age               0.00184         0.00245   

                   (0.34)          (0.45)   
msasize           0.00408         0.00586   

                  (-0.28)         (-0.37)   
city              -0.0165         -0.0227   

                  (-3.74)         (-3.66)   
total_hh          -0.0434***      -0.0454***

                   (0.46)          (0.59)   
incomefm          0.00167         0.00267   

                  (-1.16)         (-1.21)   
hastelephone      -0.0735         -0.0770   

                   (1.82)                   
phat_ijs            0.122                   
                                            
                       _t              _t   
                      (1)             (2)   
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Table B.49: Probit Model of Employees Who Looked for Work Online 

 

Table B.50: Wage Regression for Employee Who Looked for Work Online  

 

Table B.51: Wage Regression for Employee Who Did not Look for Work Online  

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -2.681292   .2778883    -9.65   0.000    -3.225943    -2.13664
   highspeed     .0271634   .0104464     2.60   0.009     .0066888     .047638
internetelse     .0603149   .0302986     1.99   0.047     .0009308     .119699
internetwh~e     .4088961   .0298535    13.70   0.000     .3503843    .4674078
internethome    -.2476449   .0495479    -5.00   0.000     -.344757   -.1505327
computerhome     .1345343   .0575158     2.34   0.019     .0218054    .2472633
         edu     .0819291   .0059904    13.68   0.000     .0701882      .09367
      gender    -.0029829   .0253424    -0.12   0.906    -.0526532    .0466874
    marriage     .0122814   .0068216     1.80   0.072    -.0010887    .0256516
         age    -.0245893    .001263   -19.47   0.000    -.0270647   -.0221139
        city     .0069267   .0127996     0.54   0.588    -.0181601    .0320134
     totalHH    -.0687943   .0100153    -6.87   0.000     -.088424   -.0491646
    incomefm    -.0050914   .0023928    -2.13   0.033    -.0097812   -.0004015
                                                                              
onlinesearch        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons    -2.729661   .2335331   -11.69   0.000    -3.187481   -2.271841
     invmill     .2979041   .0759868     3.92   0.000     .1489392    .4468691
     msasize     .0414105   .0045724     9.06   0.000     .0324467    .0503744
        occu    -.0000118   2.85e-06    -4.15   0.000    -.0000174   -6.25e-06
    industry    -.0000337   3.83e-06    -8.81   0.000    -.0000412   -.0000262
        city     .0172192    .010212     1.69   0.092    -.0028005     .037239
  exp_square    -.0012624   .0000688   -18.35   0.000    -.0013972   -.0011275
         exp     .0567124   .0026651    21.28   0.000     .0514878     .061937
         edu     .1259393   .0050356    25.01   0.000     .1160675    .1358111
      gender    -.3136979   .0163782   -19.15   0.000    -.3458058     -.28159
                                                                              
    log_wage        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                                                                              
       _cons    -2.148716   .1891324   -11.36   0.000    -2.519493    -1.77794
     invmill    -.1306735   .0265635    -4.92   0.000    -.1827488   -.0785982
     msasize     .0304935   .0043383     7.03   0.000     .0219886    .0389984
        occu    -2.71e-06   2.67e-06    -1.02   0.310    -7.95e-06    2.52e-06
    industry    -.0000154   3.63e-06    -4.25   0.000    -.0000225   -8.31e-06
        city     .0240358   .0106722     2.25   0.024      .003114    .0449576
  exp_square    -.0011076   .0000481   -23.03   0.000    -.0012019   -.0010133
         exp     .0626496   .0021419    29.25   0.000     .0584505    .0668486
         edu     .1176546   .0042487    27.69   0.000     .1093254    .1259838
      gender    -.3935743   .0165971   -23.71   0.000    -.4261112   -.3610373
                                                                              
    log_wage        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table B.52: Wage Regression for All Employees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -2.162366   .1392455   -15.53   0.000    -2.435313   -1.889419
     invmill    -.0946534   .0229737    -4.12   0.000    -.1396861   -.0496206
     msasize     .0350051   .0031549    11.10   0.000      .028821    .0411892
        occu    -4.23e-06   1.85e-06    -2.28   0.023    -7.86e-06   -5.94e-07
    industry    -.0000211   2.57e-06    -8.19   0.000    -.0000261    -.000016
        city     .0180767    .007392     2.45   0.014     .0035871    .0325664
  exp_square    -.0011032   .0000372   -29.66   0.000    -.0011761   -.0010303
         exp     .0601357   .0015269    39.38   0.000     .0571427    .0631288
         edu     .1171372   .0031082    37.69   0.000     .1110446    .1232298
      gender    -.3531813   .0116929   -30.20   0.000    -.3761015   -.3302612
                                                                              
    log_wage        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table B.53: A Generalized Oaxaca Decomposition of Wage Differential between Internet 

Job Searchers and Non Internet Job Searchers 

 

 (IX )* I  (oX )* o   *)( oI XX 

 

              
             
         
          

Wage 
Gap 

Total 
difference 

-0.3334 
(836.66%) 

-0.05368 
(134.68%) 

0.0079 
(-19.84%) 

0.3394 
(-851.50%) -0.0399 

Adjusted Gap 
Decomposition 

0.8789 
(87.89%) 

0.1415 
(14.15%) 

-0.0204 
(-2.04%) 

1 
(100%) 
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Figure B.2: Adults Internet Statistics (%)  

 

Source: The 2011, 2010 and 2009 Statistical Abstract, US Census Bureau 

Figure B.3: Employment Probability by Type of Internet Job Search Activities (2001 & 

2003) 

 

Source:  Current Population Survey, Computer and Internet Use Supplement September 2001 and 

October 2003 
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Figure B.4: Employment Probability by Total of Internet Activities (2001 & 2003) 

 

Source:  Current Population Survey, Computer and Internet Use Supplement September 2001 and 

October 2003 
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Figure B.5: Primary Method Used to Find Current Job 

 

Source: Forrester Research Survey (November 2002). Question was only asked to those who were 

currently employed and use the internet. 
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Figure B.6: Number of Jobseekers Get Employed Monthly (t=2 to t=10) 

 

Source:  Current Population Survey, Computer and Internet Use Supplement September 2001 and 

October 2003 
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APPENDIX C: TABLES AND FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 3 

 

Table C.54: Average Monthly Wage Received by Ethnic from 1970 to 1989 in Malaysian 

Dollar (RM) 

Ethnic 1970 1976 1984 1989 

Malay 172 345 844 940 

Chinese 394 787 1552 1631 

Indian 304 538 1107 1209 

                                      Source: Economic Planning Unit, Malaysia Prime Minister Department 

 

 

Table C.55: Duncan Dissimilarity Index (DDI) before & after NEP 

 

Table C.56: Duncan Dissimilarity Index (DDI) and Adjusted Duncan Dissimilarity Index 

I    (ADDI I) before NEP 
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Table C.57: Duncan Dissimilarity Index (DDI) and Adjusted Duncan Dissimilarity Index 

II    (ADDI II) after NEP 

 

Table C.58: Duncan Dissimilarity Index (DDI) and Adjusted Duncan Dissimilarity Index 

II    (ADDI II) before NEP 

 

 

Table C.59: Duncan Dissimilarity Index (DDI) and Adjusted Duncan Dissimilarity Index 

I    (ADDI I) after NEP 
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Table C.60: A Generalized Oaxaca Wage Decomposition for Malay-Chinese before & 

after NEP 

 

Table C.61: A Generalized Oaxaca Wage Decomposition for Malay-India before & after 

NEP 
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Table C.62: A Generalized Oaxaca Wage Decomposition for Chinese-India before & 

after NEP 
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Table C.63: Overall Pool Wage Regression before NEP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     409.2642   81.90948     5.00   0.000     248.6887    569.8397
 statetwelve      49.2288   80.68077     0.61   0.542    -108.9379    207.3955
 stateeleven    -70.95382   78.60329    -0.90   0.367    -225.0479    83.14021
    stateten    -55.37974   78.17112    -0.71   0.479    -208.6266    97.86707
   statenine    -177.8182   145.8349    -1.22   0.223    -463.7133    108.0768
  stateeight    -109.8902   78.19443    -1.41   0.160    -263.1827    43.40226
  stateseven    -147.1174   78.67152    -1.87   0.062    -301.3452    7.110357
    statesix    -54.21527    80.1553    -0.68   0.499    -211.3519    102.9213
   statefive    (omitted)
   statefour    -52.93177   78.56994    -0.67   0.501    -206.9604    101.0969
  statethree    -115.6029    79.4439    -1.46   0.146    -271.3449    40.13906
    statetwo    -68.58801   78.49193    -0.87   0.382    -222.4637    85.28771
    stateone    -107.5951   78.99575    -1.36   0.173    -262.4585    47.26835
  occutwenty     -215.335   19.73853   -10.91   0.000    -254.0305   -176.6396
occunineteen    -228.3221   21.71572   -10.51   0.000    -270.8936   -185.7505
occueighteen    -174.3668   25.51331    -6.83   0.000    -224.3831   -124.3504
occusevent~n    -188.0183   16.15122   -11.64   0.000    -219.6812   -156.3555
 occusixteen    -193.3169    43.3275    -4.46   0.000    -278.2562   -108.3775
 occufifteen    -215.4457   23.59979    -9.13   0.000    -261.7107   -169.1806
occufourteen    -260.4913   15.69149   -16.60   0.000     -291.253   -229.7297
occuthirteen    -255.3241   17.15034   -14.89   0.000    -288.9457   -221.7026
  occutwelve    -197.7825   18.40923   -10.74   0.000     -233.872    -161.693
  occueleven    -167.4065    19.4137    -8.62   0.000    -205.4652   -129.3479
     occuten    -222.9277   88.23681    -2.53   0.012    -395.9073   -49.94814
    occunine     35.67494   46.80284     0.76   0.446    -56.07742    127.4273
   occueight    -100.2473   16.15484    -6.21   0.000    -131.9172   -68.57729
   occuseven    -80.44019   15.09757    -5.33   0.000    -110.0375   -50.84289
     occusix     114.6971   17.94099     6.39   0.000     79.52552    149.8686
    occufive    (omitted)
    occufour     18.33919   67.78392     0.27   0.787    -114.5445    151.2229
   occuthree     -8.16344   31.16878    -0.26   0.793    -69.26677    52.93989
     occutwo    -145.3269   101.6343    -1.43   0.153     -344.571    53.91725
     occuone     117.2788    22.2983     5.26   0.000     73.56517    160.9924
    occuzero    -202.3242   14.02678   -14.42   0.000    -229.8223    -174.826
         age    -.0517208   .2397319    -0.22   0.829    -.5216917    .4182502
    edulevel     6.550395    .856775     7.65   0.000     4.870772    8.230019
 totallangua      35.1039   3.032208    11.58   0.000     29.15955    41.04824
    religion     30.51702   2.229856    13.69   0.000      26.1456    34.88843
        city    -17.72786   2.650518    -6.69   0.000    -22.92394   -12.53178
                                                                              
        wage        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table C.64: Overall Pool Wage Regression after NEP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     -171.124   265.8377    -0.64   0.520    -692.7409    350.4928
 statetwelve     304.1103   183.1651     1.66   0.097    -55.28951    663.5102
 stateeleven    -213.6141   177.2615    -1.21   0.228      -561.43    134.2017
    stateten      6.87176   155.1036     0.04   0.965    -297.4668    311.2103
   statenine    -334.3162   341.4116    -0.98   0.328    -1004.221     335.589
  stateeight    -249.1157   157.0353    -1.59   0.113    -557.2446    59.01321
  stateseven    (omitted)
    statesix     -15.2718   157.6933    -0.10   0.923    -324.6917    294.1481
   statefive    -19.56254   174.7753    -0.11   0.911    -362.5002    323.3751
   statefour     51.89797   196.3469     0.26   0.792    -333.3667    437.1626
  statethree     -125.265   180.7605    -0.69   0.488    -479.9466    229.4166
    statetwo    -272.3967   171.1518    -1.59   0.112    -608.2245    63.43107
    stateone    -100.4302   152.6444    -0.66   0.511    -399.9434     199.083
  occutwenty     235.5397   118.7436     1.98   0.048     2.545476    468.5339
occunineteen    -235.0598   197.5851    -1.19   0.234     -622.754    152.6344
occueighteen    -373.3301   194.1335    -1.92   0.055    -754.2517    7.591482
occusevent~n    -118.1573   137.5387    -0.86   0.390    -388.0306     151.716
 occusixteen     211.7886   431.3489     0.49   0.624    -634.5882    1058.165
 occufifteen    -119.7351   226.1623    -0.53   0.597    -563.5025    324.0322
occufourteen    -160.5547   160.9028    -1.00   0.319    -476.2723    155.1629
occuthirteen    -238.2186   151.1036    -1.58   0.115    -534.7086    58.27128
  occutwelve    -18.91235    232.089    -0.08   0.935    -474.3087     436.484
  occueleven      130.515   167.8794     0.78   0.437    -198.8917    459.9216
     occuten    (omitted)
    occunine     96.94648   281.5484     0.34   0.731    -455.4973    649.3903
   occueight     530.1754   163.1057     3.25   0.001     210.1353    850.2154
   occuseven    -46.70634   169.8465    -0.27   0.783    -379.9729    286.5602
     occusix     1045.612   152.1313     6.87   0.000     747.1055    1344.118
    occufive     657.8878   596.8707     1.10   0.271    -513.2699    1829.045
    occufour     296.9186    178.881     1.66   0.097     -54.0751    647.9122
   occuthree     798.6701   272.6345     2.93   0.003     263.7168    1333.624
     occutwo    -182.3799   827.3749    -0.22   0.826    -1805.824    1441.064
     occuone     380.2696   153.2894     2.48   0.013     79.49086    681.0482
    occuzero    -126.4251   152.3102    -0.83   0.407    -425.2825    172.4323
         age      13.8709   3.922298     3.54   0.000     6.174713    21.56709
    edulevel     178.0054   47.82586     3.72   0.000     84.16331    271.8476
 totallangua     .8620367    37.3475     0.02   0.982    -72.41984    74.14392
    religion     86.56456    21.4924     4.03   0.000     44.39297    128.7361
        city     59.61955   65.62097     0.91   0.364    -69.13949    188.3786
                                                                              
        wage        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Table C.65: Ethnics Fertility Rate for Age 15 and Above 

 

Table C.66: Ethnics Migration among Employed Workers (%) 

 

 

Table C.67: Ethnics Home Ownership for Age 18 and Above (%) 

 

 

Table C.68: Total Ethnics College Degree Holders  
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Table C.69: Ethnics Employment by Sector (%) 
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Table C.70: Ethnics Average Wage in Agriculture Occupation  
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Figure C.7: Malaysia Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Foreign Direct Investment 

(FDI) (1970-2002) 
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Figure C.8: Overall Ethnics Share of No Schooling (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.9: Overall Ethnics Share of Elementary School Education Level (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.10: Overall Ethnics Share of High School Education Level (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.11: Overall Ethnics Share of College Degree Education Level (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.12: Overall Ethnics Share of Professional Occupation (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.13: Overall Ethnics Share of Business and Commerce Occupation (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.14: Overall Ethnics Share of Agriculture Occupation (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.15: Overall Ethnics Population Share in Rural Area (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.16: Overall Ethnics Population Share in Urban Area (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.17: Ethnics Population Share in Urban Area for Cohort 19-24 (1970-1991) 

 

Figure C.18: Ethnics Population Share in Urban Area for Cohort 25-29 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.19: Ethnics Population Share in Urban Area for Cohort 30-34 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.20: Ethnics Population Share in Urban Area for Cohort 35-40 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.21: Ethnics Share of College Degree Holder for Cohort 19-24 (1970-1991) 

 

Figure C.22: Ethnics Share of College Degree Holder for Cohort 25-29 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.23: Ethnics Share of College Degree Holder for Cohort 30-34 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.24: Ethnics Share of College Degree Holder for Cohort 35-40 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.25: Ethnics Share of Professional Occupation for Cohort 19-24 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.26: Ethnics Share of Professional Occupation for Cohort 25-29 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.27: Ethnics Share of Professional Occupation for Cohort 30-34 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.28: Ethnics Share of Professional Occupation for Cohort 35-40 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.29: Ethnics Share of Business Occupation for Cohort 19-24 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.30: Ethnics Share of Business Occupation for Cohort 25-29 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.31: Ethnics Share of Business Occupation for Cohort 30-34 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.32: Ethnics Share of Business Occupation for Cohort 35-40 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.33: Ethnics Share of Agriculture Occupation for Cohort 19-24 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.34: Ethnics Share of Agriculture Occupation for Cohort 25-29 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.35: Ethnics Share of Agriculture Occupation for Cohort 30-34 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.36: Ethnics Share of Agriculture Occupation for Cohort 35-40 (1970-1991) 
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Figure C.37: Ethnics Average Monthly Wage Received for Cohort 20-25 (1966-1988) 
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Figure C.38: Ethnics Average Monthly Wage Received for Cohort 25-30 (1966-1988) 
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Figure C.39: Ethnics Average Monthly Wage Received for Cohort 30-35 (1966-1988) 
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Figure C.40: Ethnics Average Monthly Wage Received for Cohort 35-40 (1966-1988) 
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